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Scientific	
  Program	
  
	
  
Monday 19 May
Guests arrange their own transportation to Trieste and Guest House Semente Nova (Largo Papa
Giovanni XXIII°, 7, http://www.ofpts.it/altre_attivita/altre_attivita.htm).

Tuesday 20 May
7.30 Pickup at the Guest House Semente Nova
Field	
  Excursion	
  on	
  the	
  South-‐Eastern	
  Italian	
  Alps	
  and	
  Prealps:	
  
Alpine	
  Würm	
  (LGM)	
  moraines	
  and	
  evidences	
  of	
  the	
  Little	
  Ice	
  Age	
  in	
  the	
  area	
  of	
  the	
  Monte	
  Canin.	
  
Roberto	
  R.	
  Colucci	
  (Dep.	
  of	
  Earth	
  System	
  Sciences	
  and	
  Environmental	
  Technology,	
  CNR-‐ISMAR	
  Trieste)	
  
Giovanni	
  Monegato	
  (Institute	
  of	
  Geosciences	
  and	
  Earth	
  Resources,	
  CNR	
  Torino)	
  
19.30 Ice breaker cocktail and welcome dinner (Restaurant AI FIORI, Piazza Hortis).

Wednesday 21 May
8.45-8.50
8.50-8.55
8.55-9.00

Welcome addresses by Laura De Santis, OGS representative in the Italian National
Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research (CSNA)
Welcome by the PAST gateways chairman Colm O’Cofaigh
Practical info by the local organizer Renata G. Lucchi

MORNING SESSION Oral presentations on Growth and decay of Arctic Ice Sheets
(Chairman Colm O’Cofaigh)
9.00-9.30
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Impact and stability of marine based ice sheets: evidence from the northern North Sea.
Hans Petter Sejrup, University of Bergen. (p40)
9.30-9.45
Anne Hormes: Preliminary temperature reconstructions from Bjørnøya, Svalbard. (p29)
9.45-10.00
Katharina Streuff: Landform assemblages in Inner Kongsfjorden, Svalbard: Evidence
of recent glacial (surge) activity. (p41)
10.00-10.15
Michele Rebesco: Onset and growth of Trough-Mouth Fans on the North-Western
Barents Sea margin – implications for the evolution of the Barents Sea/Svalbard Ice
Sheet. (p39)
10.15-10.30
Chris R. Stokes: Asynchronous response of marine terminating outlet glaciers during
deglaciation of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet. (p40)
10.30-10.45
Nina Kirchner: Capabilities and limitations of ice sheet models revisited – A Svalbard
case study. (p34)
10.45-11.15
Coffee break
(Chairman Angelo Camerlenghi)
11.15-11.30
James M. Lea: 140 years of fluctuations at a major Greenlandic tidewater glacier driven
by changes in air temperature: insights from observations and modelling. (p35)
11.30-11.45
Svend Funder: The last decay of the Greenland ice sheet – the contribution from
exposure dating. (p29)
11.45-12.00
Jason P. Briner: Contrasting history between local glaciers and the Greenland Ice Sheet
during the Holocene: Emerging results from western Greenland. (p28)
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12.00-12.15
Colm O’Cofaigh: Glacially-influenced submarine fans on the Greenland continental
margin bordering Baffin Bay. (p37)
12.15-12.30
Frank Niessen: Seismic evidence of a Pleistocene glaciated continental margin off
Beringia in the western Arctic Oceanitle. (p36)
12.30-14.00
Lunch break (Restaurant AI FIORI, Piazza Hortis)
AFTERNOON SESSION Oral presentations on Growth and decay of Arctic Ice Sheets
(Chairman Michele Rebesco)
14.00-14.15
Hreggvidur Norddahl: Glacio-isostasy and ice sheet collapse in Western Iceland. (p37)
14.15-14.30
Daniel Praeg: Meltwater drainage and the southern limits of glaciation on the European
margin. (p38)
14.30-14.45
Ekaterina Kaparulina: Detection of the mineralogical indicators for decay of the late
Pleistocene Eurasian Arctic ice sheets. (p32)
14.45-15.00
Darrell S. Kaufman: A new Arctic Holocene proxy climate database – Principal
millennial-scale patterns. (p33)
15.00-15.15
Anna L.C. Hughes: The last Eurasian Ice Sheets: a chronological database and timeslice reconstruction. (p30)
15.15-15.30
Ólafur Ingólfsson: APEX Legacy and the Dynamic Arctic. (p32)
15.30-16.00
Coffee break
(Chairman Renata Lucchi)
16.00-16.30
Tim Freudenthal and Michele Rebesco: Challenges and progress in drilling offshore
buried glacigenic deposits: The Mebo drilling experience during the CORIBAR cruise
at Svalbard. Short report and workshop. (p31)
16.30
Poster session
19.30
Dinner (Restaurant AI FIORI, Piazza Hortis)
EVENING SESSION WITH WINE TASTING
(Chairman Renata Lucchi)
21.00-21.30
Glacier and permafrost in the Mediterranean: The case study of the South-eastern Alps
and coastal Dinaric Mountains. R.R.Colucci (Dep. of Earth System Sciences and
Environmental Technology, CNR-ISMAR Trieste) and Manja Žebre (Dep. of
Geography, Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana).

Thursday 22 May
9.00-9.30

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Quaternary Arctic sea-ice changes: a microfaunal perspective.
Leonid Polyak, Byrd Polar, Ohio. (p46)

MORNING SESSION: Oral presentations on Arctic sea-ice and ocean changes
(Chairman Carlo Barbante)
9.30-9.45
Anne de Vernal: Contrasted climatic trends in the Atlantic vs. Pacific sectors of the
Arctic Ocean during the Holocene. (p42)
9.45-10.00
Juliane Müller: From full glacial to current interglacial conditions: A high-resolution
record of sea ice variability in Fram Strait. (p45)
10.00-10.15
Kirstin Werner: Core-top versus Holocene samples from the Fram Strait and the Nordic
Seas: Restrictions in Mg/Ca-paleotemperature estimations in high-latitude bottom
waters. (p48)
10.15-10.30
Michael Stärz: The evolution of Miocene ocean circulation controlled by the
Greenland-Scotland Ridge. (p48)
10.30-11.00
Coffee break
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(Chairman Leonid Polyak)
11.00-11.15

Jeremy Lloyd: Holocene palaeoceanographic evolution of Disko Bay, West Greenland,
from surface and subsurface proxies. (p43)

11.15-11.30

Anne de Vernal: The final drainage of Lake Agassiz (Ojibway) ~ 8.3 ka ago and its
impacts on the North Atlantic climate/ocean system: facts and hypothesis. (p42)
Martin Miles: Constraining Holocene changes and effects of the Earth’s largest ice and
freshwater pathway. (p44)
Robert F. Spielhagen: Arctic Ocean meltwater outflow as a trigger for the Younger
Dryas event – a review of available evidence from sediment cores. (p47)

11.30-11.45
11.45-12.00
12.00-12.30

12.30-14.00

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Records of past and present contamination in the Arctic.
Carlo Barbante, IDPA-CNR & University of Venice, Italy.
Lunch break (Restaurant AI FIORI, Piazza Hortis)

14.00-14.30

Conference picture

Oral presentations on non-glaciated Arctic environments including
permafrost change
(Chairman Hans Petter Sejrup)
14.30-14.45
Henning A. Bauch: Peat growth in the Lena Delta and its relation to late Holocene
climate change in the Arctic. (p49)
AFTERNOON SESSION

14.45-15.00
15.00-15.15

15.45-16.15
16.15-16.30

Jörn Thiede: Siberian Fresh Water Gateways to the Arctic Ocean. (p53)
Hanno Meyer: North Siberian ice wedges reveal Arctic winter warming throughout the
Holocene. (p52)
Ole Bennike: Holocene environmental changes in the Skallingen area, eastern North
Greenland, based on a lacustrine record. (p50)
Grigory Fedorov: Lake Ladoga interglacial – glacial sediment record obtained in 2013
– initial results of the Russian-German PLOT project. (p51)
Coffee break
Steering Committee communication

16.30

Poster session

19.30

Conference dinner and official closing of the Second PAST-Gateways Conference and
Workshop.

15.15-15.30
15.30-15.45

Friday 23 May
Guests arrange their own departure from Trieste.
7:30 Pickup at the Guest House Semente Nova
Optional	
  field	
  Excursion	
  at	
  the	
  Pasterze	
  Glacier	
  (Großglockner	
  3798	
  m,	
  Austrian	
  Alps)*	
  
Evidence	
  of	
  LGM	
  and	
  contemporary	
  glacial	
  geology	
  and	
  geomorphology	
  of	
  the	
  Pasterze	
  Glacier.	
  
Monika	
  Dragosics	
  (Institute	
  of	
  Earth	
  Sciences,	
  University	
  of	
  Iceland,	
  Reykjavík,	
  Iceland)	
  
Return to Trieste in the evening (approx. 20:00).

*Only for guests that confirmed participation.
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Dynamics of Tagliamento ice tongue and cirque glaciers of the
Julian Prealps during the LGM
Giovanni Monegato
C.N.R. – Institute of Geosciences and Earth Resources - 10125 Torino, Italy
The study of the spread of the Alpine ice streams during the Last Glacial Maximun
allowed, in the last decade, to improve the knowledge on the chronological steps of the
glaciation. Multidisciplinary studies in the Alps established that the downstream advance of ice
tongues already reached the first acme at about 28-26 ka (calibrated ages BP, Spötl et al.,
2013), spreading out in the piedmont plains. Subsequently, the major glacial lobes maintained
their position across the valley outlets till ca. 22 ka cal BP. During this time span the front of
the glaciers had oscillated of some km, as testified by the architecture of the end moraine
systems, where distinct morainic ridges mark the maximum advances. At 22 ka cal BP the
withdrawal of the ice streams began, slow at first and then faster, depending also to the setting
of the feeder basin. At ca. 19.5 ka cal BP the glaciers were already collapsed within the
catchments. During the Late Glacial, short glacier advances occurred, they are recorded at the
head of the more elevated catchments(Ivy-Ochs et al., 2008).
The Friulian mountains during the last glaciation had been interested by the development
of ice streams, in particular the Tagliamento glacier that reached the piedmont plain forming an
end moraine system of about 220 km2. Other valley glaciers were in the Cellina catchment,
while in the Meduna and Torre valleys only cirque glaciers are documented.

Fig. 1 – Correlation scheme among the phases of glacier advance in the Tagliamento catchment
(mod. After Monegato et al., 2007) and (in blue) the documented phases other systems of Northern
Italy, Heinrich events and NGRIP curve (Andersen et al., 2006), and the sea level curve (Lambeck et
al., 2002).
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The Tagliamento system has been studied till the 19th Century (e.g., Taramelli, 1975;
Feruglio, 1925; Carraio & Petrucci, 1976; Croce & Vaia, 1986; Venturini, 1988, 2003), and,
after the detailed geological mapping of three geological sheets (“Maniago”, “Udine” and
“Gemona del Friuli”) for the CARG Project (Zanferrari et al., 2008a,b; 2013) it became one of
the systems supporting the chronology of the Alpine LGM, along with the Inn (Austria, Spötl et
al., 2013), the Rhine (Switzerland, Preusser et al., 2001) and the Durance (France, Cossart et
al., 2011) systems. This thanks to a relatively high of datings both for the end moraine system,
the outwash plain and the surrounding area (Avigliano et al., 2002; Monegato et al., 2007;
Fontana et al., 2008; 2014). A detailed reconstruction of the dynamics of the glaciation and its
evolution steps can come out (Monegato et al., 2007; Fontana et al., 2014). In particular, two
major advances were documented for the first time, the first at ca. 26.5-25 ka cal BP, the
second at 23-22 ka cal BP (Monegato et al., 2007), the onset of the ice decay at 22 ka cal BP
and the final collapse at 19.5 ka cal BP (Fontana et al., 2014). In addition, pollen data
(Monegato et al., 2007) evidenced a first important cold oscillation in the Late Glacial at 16.515 ka cal BP (Ragogna oscillation). All these sedimentary and climatic phases have been
subsequently recognised in other systems of the Alps (Starnberger et al., 2011; Ravazzi et al.,
2012; Schmidt et al., 2012), and fit with the global climate change. This fact points to a
synchronous response of the systems to the climate oscillations, despite of the geographical
position (Fig. 1).
Concerning the dynamics of the Glacier, it is noteworthy how in a relatively small feeder
system like the Tagliamento’s, 2580 km2 with maximum elevation not reaching 2800 m,
developed a glacier that spread with the piedmont lobe over 220 km2. As comparison, the Dora
Baltea system (3400 km2), which includes many mountains over 4000 m, formed a piedmont
lobe of about 320 km2 (Gianotti et al., 2008).

Fig. 2 – Geological map and schematic stratigraphic profiles in the Tagliamento amphitheatre of and
the central portion of its related alluvial plain (Fontana et al., 2014). For location see Fig. 2.
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The reason has to be ascribed to differences in precipitation rates that were higher in the
south-eastern Alps than in other sector of the Italian side. This factor originated the lowering of
the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) from the west to the east, as remarked by circulation
models (Florineth and Schlüchter, 2000; Kuhlemann et al., 2008), and evidenced in Julian Alps
and Prealps, for which the reconstructed ELA is at ca. 1100-1200 m a.s.l. (Tintor, 2005;
Monegato, 2012).

Fig. 3 – Panoramic view of the valleys in the northern side of the Chiampon-Cuel di Lanis group,
where local glaciers were established during the last glaciation.

During the LGM, small cirque glaciers (1.6 to 4.3 km2) developed in the northern side of
the Monte Chiampon – Cuel di Lanis ridge (Fig. 3) and remained independent from the major
ice streams (Fig. 4), partially flowing in the Venzonassa and in the Torre valleys

Fig. 4 –
Scheme of the
glaciers of the
western Julian
Prealps during
the LGM and
relationship
with the
Tagliamento
glacier. The
ELA is
indicated with
red line (after
Monegato,
2012).

The overall characteristics of the Friulian glaciers during the LGM indicate that the ice
tongues were very dynamic and can be considered as warm-humid based glaciers (sensu Eyles
et al., 1983), whose sliding bottoms were characterised by meltwater. This is also important
considering the size and thickness of the outwash plain, where the average thickness of the
LGM gravels is about 20 m (Fontana et al., 2010).
The abundance in precipitation influenced also the development of the vegetation. Data
from pollen and macroremains indicate that trees (mainly pine) lived close to the glaciers even
in the slope of the Carnian and Julian Prealps, close to the piedmont plain.
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Current evidence of glaciation in the Julian Alps
Renato R. Colucci
CNR – ISMAR, Dep. of Earth System Sciences and Environmental Technology , Trieste, Italy
The M.Canin massif (Julian Alps) is located in the Eastern Alps (46°21’ N, 13°26’ E)
along the borderline between Italy and Slovenia. The higher peaks reach altitudes slightly
higher than 2500 m (e.g. Canin 2587 m, Ursic 2514 m). At the foot of the northern rockwall
between 1830 and 2340 m a.s.l., some small glaciers, glacierets and ice patches still remain
(Eastern and Western Canin, Ursic, Prestrelienik, Prevala) (Figure 1). All of them (except
Prevala inventoried only recently) were listed as glaciers until the end of the 1980s (Haeberly et
al. 1989) while since the 1990s are more properly classified as cirque-glacierets fed also by
avalanches and drifting snow. The underlying lithology (limestones, dolomites) is also relevant
due to high albedo typically exhibited by light-coloured carbonate rock types (Popov, 1964)
and to karstification, that is able to quickly drain away meltwater (e.g. no cirque lakes persist as
thermal storage system). These small glacierets were jointed in a single large ice-mass till the
end of the XIX century, measuring about 3 km in width and 0.7 km in length (Marinelli, 1894)
(Figure 2) During the little ice age (LIA) the Ursic glacier (at present not more existing) was
comprise in this glacial body.

Figure 1: View of Canin Massif from Piani di Montasio-Sella Nevea: 1) Picco di carnizza (2441 m); 2) Mt. Canin
(2587 m); 3) Mt. Ursic (2514 m); Mt. Forato (2498 m); Mt. Bila Peč (2146 m); A) Former Prestrelienik glacier
(now ice/firn patches); B) Farmer Ursic glacier (now ice/firn patches); C) Orientale del Canin glacier (CE, now
glacieret); D) Occidentale del Canin glacier (CW, now glacieret); E) Prevala glacier (now glacieret); R) Gilberti
hut. Yellow dashed line highlight the LIA extension of glaciers (photo R.R. Colucci). The whole study area is
located within a natural park (Parco Naturale Prealpi Giulie) and therefore is strictly regulated and protected.

During the coldest phase of the Little Ice Age (LIA), the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) of
the Canin Glacier has been established at about 2190 m asl. At the present days the ELA rised
at about 2350 m asl, mainly due to temperature increase with great annual fluctuations related
to precipitation regime.
After the LIA, the general shrinking trend of the glacier was interrupted by some moderate readvances occurred between the years 1910-1920, and 1946-1961 (Desio, 1927; Serandrei
Barbero et al.1989). The acceleration of the glacial recession rate observed since 1986 until mid
2000s promoted a so large mass balance loss that the glaciers stopped their movement
downward and they were almost completely covered by debris (Armando et al, 2006; Colucci
et al, sub.). The CW and CE were classified and mapped as glaciers till the end of the 1980s
(World Glacier Inventory; Haeberly et al. 1989) Since the 1990s they are more properly
classified as small cirque-glacierets fed also by avalanches and snow drifting located between
15
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2140 and 2200 m. At present the CW and CE are further subdivided in smaller portions and the
evident trim-line testifies to the thickness and the volume of ice lost in a century (figure 3).

Figure 2: Extension of Canin Glaciers during the Little Ice Age maximum of early 1800s, and size of residual
glacierets in 2006 and 2011. The three larger residual green areas measured during fall 2006 represents, from left
to right, west and east sectors of westerly and easterly glacierets. Yellow areas indicate their extension at the 4th
October 2011 when a LiDAR survey was performed by the Meteorological Union of FVG (www.umfvg.org) thus
highlighting a slight increase in the snow/firn surface. (Colucci&Forte, 2013)

Figure 3: From left to right Ursic, Orientale del Canin (CE) and Occidentale del Canin (CW) glaciers in 1893 (up,
Antonio Ferrucci) and in summer 2011 (down, Renato R. Colucci). The change in colour of the limestones (trim
line) highlights the thickness and volume of ice lost in about a century.
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The CW and CE represents one of the lower glacial evidence of the Italian alpine chain, and
this is mainly due to the local high precipitation regime. The geographical distribution of mean
annual precipitation (MAP, figure 4) shows a strong gradient from the coastal areas to the
Prealps and from the Prealps to the inner Alpine valleys. In the Italian-Slovenian Prealps, over
the Musi-Canin area, the MAP range increases up to 3300 mm/y, representing the highest mean
values recorded in the Alps and one of the highest in Europe (Gregorcic et al. 2001, Norbiato et
al., 2007). MAP influences the mean Winter Snow Accumulation (WSA) of the area that at an
altitude of 1830 m a.s.l. was equal to 7.0 m in the period 1972-2012. The Mean Annual Air
Temperature (MAAT) at the same altitude was 3.9±0.8 °C for the period 2000-2012.

Figure 4 – The map of
Mean Annual
Precipitation over Friuli
Venezia Giulia Region.
The yellow dot shows
the location of Canin
Massif.
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The Pasterze Glacier (Austrian Alps)
Monika Dragosics
Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Iceland, Reykjavík, Iceland
(based on Lieb and Slupetzky 2004)

Figure 1 – The glacier path Pasterze (Areal records by Kellerer-Pirklbauer 2009, Kellerer-Pirklbauer et al.
2008 and ZAMG data archive)

Starting point of our excursion is the Glocknerhaus which belongs to the Austrian Alpine Association
section Klagenfurt. It is situated along the Gletscherstraße, a branch road of the Glocknerstraße.
Walking time between the stops will be between 10 and 25 minutes, for the whole path – without resting
time on the stops and individual stops –2-2.5 hours. So including all stops it is estimated to use half a
day for the tour. The path is well marked and maintained but it is still an alpine track therefore
mountain gear, especially hiking boots are mandatory.
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Starting point: Glocknerhaus (2.132 m)
The Glocknerhaus is one of the oldest mountain huts in the area of Großglockner and was built in 1876.
As there were many visitors from the beginning on (around 1900 there were 4.000 visitors per year
registered) already 10 years later the first expansions were necessary. 1895 the house was the end of the
first Glocknerstraße from Heiligenblut which was passable for horse-drawn carriage.
The View from the Glocknerhaus is one of the classical perspectives in the area of Großglockner. There
are many historic pictures which document the retreat of the former impressive ice masses of Pasterze
Glacier that was visible from here – today just a few cirque- and hanging glaciers are visible in high
altitudes.

Figure 2: Left: The Glocknerhaus around 1895 with the Pasterze Glacier and Großglockner. Right: The
Glocknerhaus today with Margaritzenstausee reservoir. (Left: www.imbild.tv¸ Right:
www.urlaubmitgewinn.de/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/glockner-2.jpg)

The panorama view of the Glocknerhaus offers a first orientation of the area where our glacier path is
going: Southwest in front of us is the Möll valley with its prominent valley steps, in a depression
between these steps is the Margaritzensee reservoir. The path will lead over the dams. Above that there
is the Elisabeth-rock which was polished by the glacier. The location of the Glocknerhaus is named
Elisabethruhe – Elisabeth rest, since the visit of Austria’s former empress in 1856. She was admiring
from this (already back then popular) viewpoint the former icefall of Pasterze Glacier and
Großglockner, while Emperor Franz Josef was hiking even higher.
Table 1: The length, area and ice volume of Pasterze Glacier in different years since 1852.

Year

1852

1924

1969

1985

2002

2009

Length [km]

11,0

10,3

9,5

9,0

8,4

8,3

22,6

19,8

18,9

18,5

17,3

2,9

2,2

2,0

1,8

rea [km2]
Volume [km3]

26,5
3,5

(Wakinogg and Lieb 1996; Lieb 2014 pers. comm.)
Table 1 shows the diminution of the glacier since the middle of the 19th century. Especially drastic is the
loss of volume to about half. Nevertheless Pasterze Glacier, whose name origins from the Slovenian
which means meadow, is still the biggest glacier in area of the Eastern Alps. With its accumulation area
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in high altitudes and a long glacier tongue as ablation area, Pasterze Glacier is the ideal type of a valley
glacier.
The Pasterze Glacier is ‘hiding’ further on the right at the base of Austria’s highest peak, the
Großglockner (3.798 m) whereas the valley to the left gives views to the Schober group. Behind us
there is the alpine main ridge. This is an example that shows quite well the disappearance of the
Pasterze Glacier. In the last 11.500 years – the post-glacial period or Holocene the extension of Pasterze
Glacier was fluctuating a lot between the maximal extension of 1850 and smaller extensions (see stop
3). The Pasterze Glacier was at least 8 times, sometimes for long periods, smaller than today.
Geology
In the geology of the Eastern Alps the Hohe Tauern group is very special as they built the so called
Tauern Window. It reaches from the Brenner in the west to the Katschberg in the east. As this is a
window, deeper layers of rock, a nappe (decke) comes to the surface. The types of rocks in the Tauern
Window is very diverse and differs distinctive from the surrounding mountains. Around the Pasterze
Glacier two distinctive rocktypes that were forming in the deep sea characterize the landscape:
1. The path until stop 3 shows mainly calcareous micaschist (Kalkglimmerschiefer), a rocktype
that is built by fine particles that were deposited as mudflows on deep ocean floors. Due to
metamorphosis they are formed as they are today: it is not very resistant against erosion
therefore it doesn’t lead to very crest peaks but to more smoother rounded mountains as
Fuscherkarkopf.
2. By the way of contrast the prasinite was built out of basalts, which emerged on the floors of
the former Peninne Sea. As well this rock type underwent strong metamorphosis but it is much
more resistant than the calcareous micaschist. Therefore it built steep, distinctive and often
jagged chines and peaks such as Großglockner.
Both rock types differ in color, the calcareous micaschist appears in a grey-brownish color whereas
the prasinite is greener.

Stop 1: The moraine of 1852 (2.090 m)
The stop is situated on a small hill and now there is a complete view on the reservoir lake
Margaritzensenke. The view to the two rocky hills that were completely covered by ice at Pasterze
Glaciers maximum extension at the middle of the 19th century – the Margaritzenfelsen (east) and the
Elisabethfelsen (west) of the lake.
From here we can see perfectly the lateral moraine of 1952. The glacier has undergone continuous
retreat except for a few short periods of stability and single years of small advances since the biggest
extension at the end of the Little Ice Age.
Around 1850 was the last maximum Holocene extent of glaciers in the study area and elsewhere. It is
morphologically visible throughout the Alps with significant moraines. Also older moraines
(postglacial) are not far from the 1850 ones. (Böhm and Strobl 1987)
Due to further investigation by Nicolussi and Patzelt 2001 by dendrochronological analyzations of larch
trees that were overridden by the glacier which were grown into the Möll valley below todays dam. The
maximal advance of Pasterze Glacier was dated to the years 1852 to 1855 (simplified: 1952). This
extension is only slightly bigger than all the former ones of the post glacial. The period between the
16th and 19th century as well as the medieval period was characterized by glacier advances.
Sometimes the advances were bigger than 1850, as well at Pasterze Glacier you can find older moraine
ridges outside of the one of 1852. They are often hard to detect as they are more vegetated and generally
more poorly preserved the older they are.
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Stop 2: Margaritzenfelsen (Felsen=hill) (2.015 m)
These stop gives a good view on the area of the reservoir. This reservoir lake fills up a depression of the
former glacier tongue. The Margaritzen reservoir is part of the powerplant group Glockner-Kaprun
whos main reservoirs are in the Pinzgau area in Salzburg. The dammed water in the lake is getting
pumped through an adit below the Alpine Main Ridge into the reservoir Moserboden. Which means the
melt water of the Pasterze Glacier flows not to the Möll, but to the Salzach.
The powerplant group was established in the
early postwar period and was not only a
technical masterstroke, but together with the
Donau powerplant Ybbs-Persenbeug – a symbol
for Austria’s reconstruction. The two dams at the
Margaritze were built in 1952 and totally in full
swing in 1955. Since 1990 the efficiency is
strongly constricted. The originally more than 3
million m3 storage volume is filled up to a main
part with glacial sediment coming from the melt
water stream. (see stop 6).
Figure 3: The view to Elisabethfelsen around 1895.
(Lieb and Slupetzky 2004)
Stop 2 probably melted out of the ice around 1875. On the way to and around this stop on the
Margaritzenfelsen are many marks of glacier activity visible. Before 1840 ice masses of the Pasterze
Glacier were filling up the Margaritzen depression. As long as the ice was deeper as the
Margaritzenfelsen, it was flowing into the two valley entrances left and right of the hill. The
continuously growing glacier became thicker, the ice surface was rising and the glacier front became
steeper and the ice was finally flowing uphill over the Magaritzenfelsen. Basal sediments of the glacier
polished the rock. Due to bigger blocks of rock of the groundmoraine which was dragged along the base
with big pressure, parallel stripes evolved: glacial striation (see stop 5). Looking at its gradient it is
fascinating how steep the glacier was flowing uphill.

Stop 3: At the base of Elisabethfelsen (Felsen=hill) (2.043 m)
Here especially the view out of the valley is of interest
(southeast). Now in the far you can see Mount
Sonnblick (3106 m), the most famous peak in the
Goldberggruppe as it has a meteorological observatory
on its peak since 1886. A bit right of the dam (south) you
can see the end moraine of 1852 again, and possibly also
parts of older post glacial moraines. The substrate here is
consists of loose moraine material which is partly sorted
into small ridges. As we know from historical maps and
pictures, this stop became ice free around 1890, a time
where other alpine glaciers were readvancing. There was
no such advance at Pasterze Glacier at that time which
resulted of the annual length measurements that were
starting 1878 by Ferdinand Seeland.
Figure 4: The end moraine of 1952, in the far
distance Mount Sonnblick. (Lieb and Slupetzky 2004)
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Stop 4: Saddle at Elisabethfelsen (2135 m)
From here you can finally see the Pasterze Glacier tongue which is still in far distance. Between this
stop and the tongue is still the rockbasin of the sandur lake and about one hour walk. On this stop you
start to realize the dramatic glacial retreat!
Very well visibly from here is as well the
characters of the surroundings of Pasterze
Glacier. On its left rises the jagged still
very glacierized Glockner crest with the
Großglockner (3798 m). The mountains on
the right side are more rounded and
polished and are with lower peaks
(Fuscherkarkopf 3331 m) quite ice free.
This asymmetry results of the different
geology whereas Großglockner consists of
the harder rock prasinite, a greenschist and
Fuscherkarkopf consists of the ‘softer’
calcareous
micaschist
(Kalkglimmerschiefer) (see stop 6).
Figure 5: The classical perspective with Großglockner,
Sandur lake and Pasterze. (Lieb and Slupetzky 2004)
Similar to the last stop you can find a lot or moraine material/till, partly on ridges. This could point out
that the glacier was stationary at that point in the more glacier favourable conditions of the 1920s for a
few years until around 1935. The top of Elisabethfelsen became ice free in 1878 and the glacier was
flowing around it.

Stop 5: Moulin on Elisabethfelsen (2.106 m)
This stop is situated on the western (glacier facing) side of Elisabethfelsen. From here you can see the
final stop, Franz-Josephs-Höhe in higher elevation. A view on the rock shows the change in meltwater
pattern of the glacier forefield due to the ice retreat: the clearly visible alluvial cone was forming
between 1964 and 1976 – then the streambed fell dry at low water because the meltwater stream flows,
as today, south around the rock.
The special feature here at this stop is the
‘hole’ in the rock – a former moulin or glacier
mill where the water was reaching the bedrock.
Slightly visible are the spiral structures on the
rockwalls. Covered in debris it can only be
guessed how deep the moulin has been. Maybe
1-2 or more meters. The sandur lake in front of
us is getting flooded on warm summer days.
The sediment in the sandur is filling up with
fine grained sediment as clay and silt flowing
out of the ground moraine.

Figure 6: Moulin at stop 5. (Lieb and
Slupetzky 2004)
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Stop 6: Gold vein at the sandur lake
This stop became ice free in 1965/66. On the prasinite-rockwall just west of the path there is a vertical
gap with a gold vein, a gold shimmering mineralization inside, which is very typical for the Hohe
Tauern group.
Now we almost went past the sandur lake which is at the moment in a stage of drying up. The flat basin
was a sediment trap at the retreat of the glacier. The sedimentation processes and amounts are controlled
by the fluctuating meltwater of the young Möll river. The summery flow can be between 10 and 30 m3
per second. 150 tons of daily fine material and about 60 to 100 tons of sand and gravel were deposited
in the summer of 1990. Every year about 40.000 m3 of sediments are getting deposited on the sandur
plain. Due to the retreat of Pasterze Glacier the sandur lake was growing until 1975 to a size of 12,2
hectare. Until 1995 it was an ideal detention reservoir for about 650.000 m3 of glacial sediment before
going into the Margaritzen reservoir. As the sandur lake is almost full of sediments, there is not much
‘space’ for such a big amount of sediments in it. Therefore about 25.000 tons of suspended matter flow
in the Margaritzen reservoir every year.

Stop 7: at the glacial meltwater stream (2.097 m)
Just in the recent past the glacial meltwater stream started to work its way through after the ice retreated
in this area. The orographic left side of the Pasterze Glacier is debris covered and it will still take a
long time until the ice is melted there. The dynamic of the meltwater stream has diurnal variations and
peaks in the afternoon. The river course is meandering and keeps changing. Sometimes there are
remarkable ponds of an emerald color: during the glacier retreat debris covered dead ice blocks are left
behind and melt down slowly. A few meters next to the stop there is a red arrow with the mark V/95.
This mark is a glacier length reference point where glacier length changes are measured.
The concept of measuring glacier length is straight forward. The distance between fixed reference
points (marks on bedrock or large blocks) in the glacier forefield and the ice edge is measured with a
measuring tape or a laser rangefinder. The direction of the measurement from the mark to the glacier
should be defined with a compass. The survey happens usually at the end of the ablation season in late
summer. The difference between the current measurement and that from the previous year gives the
change of the glacier front position. Often more reference points are used, in order to see changes of the
outline of the lower end of the glacier tongue. A mean average is calculated from the result of the
reference points. (Winkler 2009)
As mentioned before, measurements of length variations at Pasterze glacier were started in 1879 by F.
Seeland when the first reference points were established. Since that year, glaciological surveys have
been carrying out on an almost annual basis (the only gaps were in 3 years: 1922, 1923 and 1945)
representing one of the longest time series of continuous glacier monitoring. (Wakonigg and Lieb 1996)
Every now and then some peat or piece of wood get washed out of the glacier tongue by the meltwater,
sometimes logs up to 3 meters long. First pieces were found in 1989 and 1990. These trees were
growing on places that are still ice covered today. As well the peat and the logs are proofing that the
Pasterze Glacier in earlier times used to be smaller than today. These ice free times were quite long as
some logs showed a growing time of over 300 years due to their tree rings. The age of the peat and log
pieces were C-14 dated to about 10.300 to 3.600 years. Most of the logs are 10.300 to 8.900 years old.
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Figure 7: Length retreat of Pasterze Glacier for single years and sum. (Lieb 2012)

These log discoveries are unique for the Eastern Alps. It shows that in the early and middle Holocene,
before about 4.000 years, repeated longer periods of smaller glacier extensions than today existed.
The opportunity to a side trip to the ice would be now just before stop 8.

Stop 8: Above the ice margin (2.135 m)
This stop is situated on a Roche Moutonnée that consists of prasinite and is covered with a thin layer of
moraine material. It became ice free around 1995. From here you can see far into the valley to the two
mountains Mittlerer- and Hoher Burgstall. The smaller one – Mittlerer Burgstall (2.713 m) is still a
nunatak. From this stop you can overview the whole tongue – the debris covered orographic right part
and the debris free left part. The debris cover protects the ice below from melting which is why the
surface is higher than on the left part.
Ice from the accumulation area flows down a steep step called Hufeisenbruch (see figure 8). These ice
connection impends to break off as the ice bands get thinner and the tongue melts down as well. The
first ice free areas appeared here in 1984.
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Figure 8: Hufeisenbruch at Pasterze Glacier (picture taken by the author in 2010)
The most recent measurements for the Pasterze Glacier suggest a maximum glacier thickness of 320 m
below the Hufeisenbruch and a mean thickness of 64 m for the year 1998 (Binder et al 2009 and Huss
et al. 2012).
The path lets us realize the ice thickness loss of the glacier while we are hiking up 100 meters to the
lower terminus of the cable car. This is about one third of our ascent and shows the ice loss since the
1960s.

Stop 9: Lower terminus of the glacier lift (2.205 m)
Two signs on the path were showing the height of the ice surface in 1967 and 1960. In the period 1965
to 1980 glacier favorable climate conditions let especially small glaciers advance in the Alps. An
increase in the surface velocity and a small rise in the glacier surface on higher profiles were the only
positive changes observed from the glacier monitoring at Pasterze Glacier. Although the small glaciers
as Freiwandkees reacted with advances which stopped few years after 1980. Since then the glacier
retreat has continued on all glaciers in the area.
The glacier lift that goes up to the Franz-Josefs-Höhe was built in 1963 and should make it easier for
visitors of the Glocknerstraße in the post war time to reach the glacier surface. The lift made it possible
to reach the glacier in only a few minutes but it became less and less attractive the more the glacier
retreated.

Final stop: Franz-Josefs-Höhe (2.370 m)
The view from our final stop is probably one of the most photographed spots in the Alps due to its easy
accessibility. Already Austria’s former emperor Franz Josef I admired the panorama in 1856. You can
still see the impressing dimension of the about 4 km long glacier tongue of Pasterze Glacier. Very
impressing are the flancs of the Glockner crest with its ice gullies. The earlier very famous ice climbing
gully Pallavicini-Rinne are much more dangerous today because of less ice and more rockfalls,
therefore people who hike up to Großglockner don’t use this path very often anymore.
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Contrasting history between local glaciers and the Greenland Ice Sheet
during the Holocene: Emerging results from western Greenland
Jason P. Briner1, Sandra L. Cronauer1, Avriel Schweinsberg1
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Building on decades of work on western Greenland Ice Sheet margin change, new results
utilizing proglacial-threshold lake sediment records and high precision cosmogenic nuclide
exposure dating reveal a surprising pattern of ice-margin history. For example, following icemargin retreat to its present position along the peninsula Nuussuaq by ~10 ka, the Greenland
Ice Sheet deposited a suite of moraines from 9-7 ka. Sediments recovered from a proglacial
lake affronting the moraines reveal that the lake did not become ice free until 5.4 ka. Sub-ice
radar-derived topography reveals the upvalley extent of the lake’s catchment only lies ~1.2
km inland of the present glacier terminus. Thus, the ice margin must have remained within
~1.2 km of its present position until 5.4 ka. The ice margin retreated eastward (inland) after
5.4 ka, and did not advance back to near its present configuration until the Little Ice Age. Icemargin stability during the early Holocene is recorded at a second site in the Disko Bugt
region (Håkansson et al., submitted), and is inferred at additional sites throughout western
Greenland (Briner et al., 2014). These emerging records are at odds with early Holocene
warmth and late Holocene cooling revealed in many paleoclimate records.
Adding to this overall picture are new results from less-well-studied local glaciers located
outboard of the western Greenland Ice Sheet margin that contrast with the ice margin records
discussed above. Radiocarbon dating of in-situ surface moss exposed at retreating ice cap
margins reveal net ice-cap expansion (and net snowline lowering) beginning ~5 ka, with
subsequent episodic ice-cap growth throughout the late Holocene. Summertime cooling after
~5 ka is estimated to be ≥2-3°C, significantly greater than most CMIP5 models predict.
The contrasting histories of the Greenland Ice Sheet versus local ice caps during the Holocene
present a target for understanding controls of glacier change. Why were some (all?) sectors of
the western Greenland Ice Sheet smallest after ~5 ka when many records of Holocene
temperature suggest the warmest conditions existed during the early Holocene? The local
glacier record is more aligned with paleoclimate records of early Holocene warmth followed
by late Holocene cooling, leaving the ice sheet records more challenging to understand.
Possible explanations include millennial-scale ice sheet lag to Holocene temperature change,
or a stronger response to temperatures of adjacent seas, which some studies show reached
maximum values in the middle- to late-Holocene. Either of these explanations, or their
combination, may have influenced ice sheet history. An additional factor may be the
influence of non-climatic factors such as ice sheet dynamics or sea level controls. In contrast,
the ice caps have faster response times, are less influenced by oceanography and ice
dynamics, and therefore may be more sensitive to summer air temperature.
Essential Bibliography
Briner, J.P., Kaufman, D.S., Bennike, O., and Kosnik, M.A. (2014). Amino acid ratios in reworked marine
bivalve shells constrain Greenland Ice Sheet history during the Holocene. Geology, v. 42, p. 75-78.	
  
Håkansson, L., Briner, J.P., Andresen, C.S., Thomas, E.K., and Bennike, O. (submitted). Slow retreat of a landbased sector of the West Greenland Ice Sheet during the Holocene Thermal Maximum: evidence from threshold
lakes at Paakitsoq. Quaternary Science Reviews.
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The last decay of the Greenland ice sheet – the contribution from exposure
dating
Svend Funder and Kristian Kjellerup Kjeldsen
Centre for GeoGenetics, Natural History Museum of Denmark, University of Copenhagen

In 1999 Zreda et al. published a short paper on exposure dating of rock surfaces and erratics
in the border zone between Canada and Greenland. These were not only the first exposure
dates from Greenland, but probably also the most influential. The question was: were the
Laurentide and Greenland ice sheets merged during LGM, or was there an ice free corridor
between them? For years this question had raised heated, even passionate discussions. Now,
the answer was clear: they were merged, and this was – extraordinarily – immediately
accepted by all parties.
The new method therefore held promises that now we could get a precise picture of timing
and speed of retreating glaciers and ice margins, when rock surfaces and boulders were
exposed to cosmic radiation, both frontal retreat and thinning, and thus provide us with a
detailed history of the the ice margin’s response to climate change during deglaciation.
Consequently, exposure dates began to appear from all parts of the country, but, as things go,
this has also shown some limitations to the method. This presentation attempts to give an
overview of the results so far - how it has influenced our knowledge of the last deglaciation,
and how to make the best use of this time consuming and expensive method – entirely from a
consumer’s point of view.
Essential bibliography
Zreda, M. et al. 1999: Unblocking of the Nares Strait by Greenland and Ellesmere ice-sheet retreat 10,000 years
ago. Nature 398, 139-142.

Preliminary temperature reconstructions from Bjørnøya, Svalbard
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Up to date no integrated temperature reconstruction exists for the Holocene from the Svalbard
archipelago. This region is crucial to understand Arctic climate development as it is
influenced by the northernmost branch of the thermohaline circulation – the West Spitsbergen
current. Therefore, we can expect to record changes in influence of the thermohaline
circulation on atmospheric temperatures in lake sediment records.
Ice core records from Svalbard reflect winter temperature showing declining temperatures for
the last 1200 years and an increase of temperatures since the industrial era (Divine et al.
2011). Two short temperature records from western Spitsbergen indicate a more complicated
picture. One record of 1800 years is based on the alkenone unsaturation index and indicates
no trend of decreasing late Holocene summer temperatures before gradual warming AD 1660
– 1900 (D’Andrea et al. 2012). Another lake sediment record for the last 1760 years indicates
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declining summer temperatures until an increase for the last 70 years, based on chironomid
assemblages (Velle et al. 2011). Clearly, better-dated high-resolution lake sediment records
are needed for this region. Wohlfarth et al. (1995) have demonstrated that Bjørnøya offers a
location with many lakes that can be dated easily with terrestrial macrofossils, which is much
harder to find on Spitsbergen. She demonstrated that the Holocene thermal maximum was
recorded in these lakes during early Holocene, but unfortunately didn’t publish any
reconstruction covering the mid and late Holocene. Therefore, we retrieved 2 long and 9 short
cores from the 31 m deep lake Ellasjøen at 74°23'N, 19°01'E in July 2013.
We will present preliminary mean summer temperatures based on chironomid species
assemblages for a 64 cm short core. The temperature reconstructions will be presented on the
background of the changing environmental conditions in the catchment reflected by loss-onignition, magnetic susceptibility, spectrocolorimetry and water content of the sediments.
Essential bibliography
Divine, D., Isaksson, E., Martma, T., Meijer, H.A.J., Moore, J., Pohjola, V., van de Wal, R.S.W., Godtliebsen,
F., 2011. Thousand years of winter surface air temperature variations in Svalbard and northern Norway
reconstructed from ice-core data. Polar Research 30, 7379.
D'Andrea, W., Vaillencourt, D.A., Balascio, N.L., Werner, A., Roof, S.R., Retelle, M., Bradley, R.S., 2012. Mid
Little Ice Age and unprecedented recent warmth in an 1800 year lake sediment record from Svalbard. Geology.
Velle, G., Kongshavn, K., Birks, H.J.B., 2011. Minimizing the edge-effect in environmental reconstructions by
trimming the calibration set: Chironomid inferred temperatures from Spitsbergen. The Holocene 21, 417-430.
Wohlfarth, B., Lemdahl, G., Olsson, S., Persson, T., Snowball, I., Ising, J., Jones, V., 1995. Early Holocene
environment on Bjørnøya (Svalbard) inferred from multidisciplinary lake sediment studies. Polar Research 14,
253-275.

The last Eurasian Ice Sheets: a chronological database and time-slice
reconstruction
Anna L.C. Hughes1, Richard Gyllencreutz2, Jan Mangerud1, John Inge Svendsen1
and Øystein S. Lohne3
1

Department of Earth Science and Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, University of Bergen, 5007
Bergen, Norway.
2
Department of Geological Sciences and Bolin Centre for Climate Research, Stockholm University, 10691
Stockholm, Sweden.
3
Sweco Norge AS, Storetveitvegen 98, 5072 Bergen, Norway

We present a new time-slice reconstruction documenting the changing limits of the Eurasian
Ice Sheets during the last glaciation (40-10 ka) from the DATED Project. Time-slices are
based on a compilation of over 5000 dates and evidence of ice-margin positions constraining
advance and retreat of the British-Irish-Scandinavian-Svalbard-Barents-Kara-Sea Ice Sheets.
The ice-sheet margins are delineated every 1000 years for the last 25 ka. We also present
some reconstructions at uneven intervals back to ~40 ka, where data permits. The timing of
both maximum extent and retreat were spatially variable across the ice sheet area, likely
reflecting regional contrasts in forcing mechanisms and geographical setting. Maximum limits
of the ice sheets are reached at different times; up to 3000 years earlier in the westernmost
margin along the continental-shelf edge than along the eastern-most limit on the Russian
plain. The ice-sheet scale approach also highlights instances of conflicting evidence, and gaps
in the ice-sheet chronology, that should be a focus for future research. Greatest gaps are found
along the western marine margins, in the Barents Sea and western Russia, and the inland areas
glaciated during the Younger Dryas.
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We expect the time-slices and derived area and volume estimates to be useful for numerical
and isostatic modelling requiring empirical constraints on past ice-sheet extent, and design the
reconstructions for this purpose. Uncertainty estimates are represented by maximum,
minimum, and most-credible positions for each time-slice, reflecting conflicting evidence and
gaps in the ice-sheet chronology. The chronological database we expect to be of additional
wider interest to the Quaternary and archaeological communities. Each date is attributed to
the source publication, fully documented with information relevant to its interpretation and
searchable by metadata including original author, location, dated material, dating technique,
stratigraphic position or setting, derived age and associated errors, pertinent comments from
the source publication and sample elevation or depth, core name, laboratory id and/or sample
name as applicable. For internal consistency all radiocarbon ages have been recalibrated using
the most recent calibration curves (INTCAL/MARINE13) and all terrestrial cosmogenic
nuclide (TCN) exposure ages are reported using the same production rate and scaling model.
The uncalibrated 14C and TCN ages as reported in the source publications are also given. TCN
results are additionally reported with all the necessary details required to re-calculate the ages
with different production rate and scaling models. The database and reconstructions will be
made available to download (www.uib.no/projects/dated) and updated on an on-going basis as
new information becomes published and future versions will also include landform evidence
to constrain ice-sheet geometry (e.g. ice flow patterns, ice-stream locations and ice thickness).

Challenges and progress in drilling offshore buried glacigenic deposits
Till J.J. Hanebuth1, Michele Rebesco2, Roger Urgeles3, Renata G. Lucchi2,
Tim Freudenthal1, and the scientific party of CORIBAR
1

MARUM – Center for Marine Environmental Sciences, University of Bremen, Germany
OGS (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale), Sgonico (TS), Italy
3
CSIC (Institut de Ciències del Mar), Barcelona, Spain
2

High latitudes are a fundamental player in the Earth’s climate system with regard to ice-sheet
history and interaction with global ocean circulation. Polar regions are, however, significantly
under-investigated and knowledge gaps are significant at and in proximity to the formerly icecovered regions. The physical characteristics of glacial tills and proximal glacigenic marine
deposits, with a highly consolidated cohesive matrix, hinder successful sediment coring. Deep
penetration of these deposits by conventional piston and gravity coring, commonly used on
multi-purpose research vessels, is usually very limited. Drill ships, in contrast, allow for deep
drilling but are incomparably expensive. An alternative with penetration depths ≤ 100 m are
multi-barrel seafloor drill rigs deployed from conventional research vessels. From mid July to
mid-August 2013 a scientific expedition drilled over 40 m long boreholes through tills and
glacigenic sediments in the Kveithola Trough (western Barents Sea; drill rig MeBo), that
hosted ice-streams during previous glacial times. Bathymetric and sub-bottom depositional
structures indicate episodic ice-stream retreat during the climate warming following the last
glacial maximum (LGM), resulting in a succession of transversal ridges inside the trough
(grounding-zone wedges, GZWs). Despite high stiffness of the glacigenic deposits forming
the GZWs and, thus, considerable adhesion on the drill string that implied a reduced sediment
recovery, the target base of the GZW was reached. The experience shows that obtaining
marine sediment cores and borehole logs in glacially related sediments is technologically
challenging. However, the scientific value of drilling into such deposits is worth the effort.
The data collected will allow for the very first time to reconstruct the genesis of glacial
sediment wedges.
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APEX Legacy and the Dynamic Arctic
Ólafur Ingólfsson1 and Martin Jakobsson2
1
2

University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS) and University of Iceland, olafuri@unis.no
Stockholm University, martin.jakobsson@geo.su.se

Over the past decade the International Polar Year (IPY) 2007-2008 and other campaigns
yielded a steady stream of data highlighting dramatic environmental changes in the Arctic
over multitude of time scales. This has fundamentally changed our perception of the dynamics
of glacial- and climate shifts. Instead of understanding the Arctic as a rather static
environment where large scale environmental changes generally occur slowly and
progressively, a view of frequent, large and rapid shifts in the Arctic system has emerged.
Instead of focusing on end members in the system, glacial versus interglacial periods, it is
time that our scientific research focuses on transitions and rapid mode shifts. Instead of
interpreting changes almost exclusively as responses to external forcing (climate), we are
more realising the importance of strong feedback mechanisms in the system that in our
archives often border on chaotic fingerprinting.
The past decade of research revealed the importance of on-off switching of ice streams, strong
feedbacks between sea level and ice sheets, spatial and temporal changes in ice shelves and
perennial sea ice, and alterations in ice sheet dynamics caused by shifting centres of mass in
multidome ice sheets. These are all features of a very dynamic Arctic system that we are
increasingly appreciating. Recent advances in dating techniques and modelling have
highlighted this dynamic nature of the system. Future research challenges include focus on
rapid transitions and the need for continuity and long-term research platforms.

Detection of the mineralogical indicators for decay of the late Pleistocene
Eurasian Arctic ice sheets
Ekaterina Kaparulina1, Kari Strand2, Juha Pekka Lunkka3, Ninna Immonen4
Ludvig Löwemark5, Martin Jakobsson6
1

Thule Institute, Department of Geology, University of Oulu, Finland, e-mail: ekaterina.kaparulina@oulu.fi
Thule Institute, University of Oulu, Finland
3
Department of Geology, University of Oulu, Finland
4
Thule Institute, Department of Geology, University of Oulu, Finland
5
Department of Geosciences, National Taiwan University, Taiwan
6
Department of Geological Sciences, Stockholm University, Sweden
2

When studying sedimentologically monotonous sequences in the Arctic Ocean which many
times are abiotic, the mineralogical investigation of terrigenous components including studies
of both fine and coarse fractions is most valuable for paleonvironmental reconstructions. In
the Arctic Ocean, detrital sediments may totally prevent purely microfossil-based
paleoceanographic reconstructions. In this presentation an evaluation of useful mineralogical
proxies will be made.
Two mineralogical proxies in sediments can be taken as a particular interest. First, the study
of clay mineral distribution is for understanding onland meltwater activities and ocean
currents. Second, heavy minerals in coarse fraction in order to assumes provenance and
source areas and transport mechanisms. Evaluating natural complexity in sedimentary systems
always requires more than one analytical method. The obtained results of heavy minerals
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geochemical compositions can be compared with published analytical data generated from the
study of source rocks. When combined with clay mineral data also the most prominent
sediment pathways can be solved related to decay of ice-sheets. Additionally, quartz grains
study in light mineral fraction via investigation of surface microtextural characteristics of
grains by SEM and their frequencies can be looked for intensive phases of glaciations as
certain fractured plates in grains can only be formed under more than kilometers thick ice
cover i.e. ice sheet.
One of the useful examples for detecting past environmental changes in the Arctic Ocean
margins via above mentioned mineralogical proxies is the central Arctic Ocean sediment core
(AO96-12pc1) which will be now presented. The integrated data collected from the
Lomonosov Ridge sediments make it possible to evaluate the Barents-Kara Ice Sheet history
and to make close assumptions about those probable sediment drainage and provenance
changes during late Pleistocene. A significant improvement for the present knowledge for the
Eurasian Arctic ice sheet decays can be reached by using standardized mineralogical proxies
which then can be turned to relative contribution of specifically identified end-members of
source areas and provenance. The validated end-member contributors could then be use for
characterizing the distribution and fluctuation of dynamic ice sheets in circum-Arctic content.
By integrating this multiproxy data with isotopic tracers, REE- and trace elements, and bulk
geochemistry from same samples even a broader understanding can be reached as well as
tools for a cross-validation.

A new Arctic Holocene proxy climate database — Principal millennial-scale
patterns
Darrell S. Kaufman and Nicholas P. McKay
School of Earth Sciences & Environmental Sustainability, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff AZ USA

The Arctic Holocene Transitions (AHT) Project is a community-based, PAGES-endorsed
effort to investigate centennial-scale variability in the Arctic climate system during the
Holocene, and to understand the feedbacks that lead to pronounced changes. The AHT project
recently released a major database of Arctic Holocene proxy climate records (Sundqvist et al.,
2014). The systematic review of marine and terrestrial proxy climate time series is based on
quantitative screening criteria with new approaches for assessing the geochronological
accuracy of age models and for characterizing the climate variables represented by the
proxies. Records from only 22 of the 167 sites (13%) included in the database could be found
in the primary paleoclimate data repositories, underscoring the important role of such
community-based, expert-informed efforts to assembling a comprehensive product. The
database authors, including representatives from six Arctic regions, considered published
records from nearly 500 sites. Of these, time series from 167 sites met the criteria for
inclusion in the database. Namely, the records are located north of 58°N latitude, extend back
at least to 6 cal ka (84% extend back at least 8 ka), are resolved at sub-millennial scale (at
least one value every 400 ± 200 yr) and have age models constrained by at least one age every
3000 years. The database contains proxy records from lake sediment (60%), marine sediment
(32%), glacier ice (5%), and other sources. Most (60%) reflect temperature (mainly summer
warmth) and are primarily based on pollen, chironomid, or diatom assemblages. Many (15%)
reflect some aspect of hydroclimate as inferred from changes in stable isotopes, pollen and
diatom assemblages, humification index in peat, and changes in equilibrium-line altitude of
glaciers. The proxy climate records in the AHT database form a network for investigating the
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spatial-temporal structure of Holocene climate changes in the Arctic, at least on submillennial time scales. We used principal component analyses to extract the primary pattern
of change for both the temperature- and moisture-sensitive proxies. The predominant pattern
in temperature across the Arctic is a relatively abrupt change between 4.3 and 3.3 ka. At most
sites, this corresponds to a cooling, but a substantial fraction of sites warm across this
transition, most notably in northern Alaska and around southern Greenland. Between 6 and 2
ka, 23% of the 124 sites warm (only 5% with p < 0.05), whereas 77% cool (47% with p <
0.05). The first principal component of the moisture-sensitive records show a more gradual
change across the transition, with nearly an equal number of sites a shift towards either wetter
or drier conditions.
Essential bibliography
Sundqvist, H.S., Kaufman, D.S., McKay, N.P., Balascio, N.L., Briner, J.P., Cwynar, L.C., Sejrup, H.P., Seppä,
H., Subetto, D.A., Andrews, J.T., Axford, Y., Bakke, J., Birks, H.J.B., Brooks, S.J., de Vernal, A., Jennings,
A.E., Ljungqvist, F.C., Rühland, K.M., Saenger, C., Smol, J.P., Viau, A.E., 2014. Arctic Holocene proxy climate
database – New approaches to assessing geochronological accuracy and encoding climate variables. Climate of
the Past – Discussions 10, 1-63.

Capabilities and limitations of ice sheet models revisited – A Svalbard case
study
Kirchner, Nina1, Ahlkrona, Josefin2, and Noormets, Riko3
1

Department of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology and Bolin Centre for Climate Research, Stockholm
University, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
2
Division of Scientific Computing, Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University, Box 337, SE751 05, Sweden
3
Department of Arctic Geology, The University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS), P.O. Box 156, N-9171
Longyearbyen, Norway

We have earlier reported about the capabilities and limitations of ice sheet models (Kirchner
et al., 2011a, 2011b). Specifically, we reviewed ice sheet models of so-called 'zero', 'first, and
'second order', of so-called 'hybrid type', and of ' Full Stokes type'. Furthermore, we
recommended second order shallow ice models as an appropriate tool for modeling coupled
ice sheet/ice shelf/ice stream system because of the consistency and rigour of the
mathematical procedure they are based on, and because of their (expected) computational
efficiency, allowing for paleo-simulations even over long time spans.
More recent work (Ahlkrona et al., 2013a, 2013b) shows that we have to revise our
recommendation regarding which numerical models are best suited to model ice sheets,
including ice shelves and ice streams on paleo-time scales: A more appropriate modeling
approach is to use a coupled Full Stokes – Shallow Ice Approximation model, and which is
under construction right now (Ahlkrona et al., in preparation). Alternatively, a hybrid model
can be employed, such as ARCTIC-TARAH, which is a spin-off from PSUI (Pennsylvania
State University Ice Sheet model, Pollard & deConto, 2013) and in use at the Bolin Centre for
Climate Research since 2011.
Applications of the hybrid ice model for simulations of the Svalbard Barents Sea Ice sheet on
glacial-interglacial timescales show that prominent features such as the development of ice
stream- and inter-ice stream zones especially at the western Svalbard margin can well be
captured in the model. Likewise, the hybrid code allows to track grounding line migration in
response to both external forcing and internal ice dynamics. Comparison of simulated marine
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ice margin dynamics vs data-based reconstructions of ice dynamics is thus becoming possible
at a level of detail not captured by earlier, Shallow Ice Approximation based ice models.
Essential bibliography
Kirchner, N., Hutter, K., Jakobsson, M., Gyllencreutz, R., (2011a). Capabilities and limitations of numerical ice
sheet models: a discussion for Earth-scientists and modelers. In: Quaternary Science Reviews (30), pp. 36913704.
Kirchner, N., Ahlkrona, J., Gyllencreutz, R., Jakobsson, M., (2011b). Svalbard’s Ice Streams: spatial ice sheet
reconstructions vs. numerical modeling. Talk at the V APEX International Conference and workshop, Svalbard.
Ahlkrona, J., Kirchner, N. , Lötstedt, P., (2013a). A numerical study of scaling relations for non-Newtonian thin
film flows with applications in ice sheet modelling, Q. Jl Mech. Appl. Math. Vol. 66 (4), 417-435, doi:
10.1093/qjmam/hbt009.
Ahlkrona, J., Kirchner, N. , Lötstedt, P., (2013b). Accuracy of the Zeroth and Second Order Shallow Ice
Approximation - Numerical and Theoretical Results, Geoscientific Model Development, 6, 2135-2152.
Ahlkrona, J. (in preparation) Fast Full Stokes - Dynamic Coupling of the SIA and Stokes Equations.
Pollard, D., deConto, R.M., (2012). Description of a hybrid ice sheet-shelf model, and application to Antarctica.
Geoscientific Model Development, 5, 1273-1295.

140 years of fluctuations at a major Greenlandic tidewater glacier driven
by changes in air temperature: insights from observations and modelling
James M Lea1*, Douglas WF Mair1, Faezeh M Nick2,3, Brice R Rea1, Dirk van As4, Kurt
Kjær5, Mathieu Morlighem6, Peter W Nienow7, Anker Weidick4
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7
Department of Geography, University of Edinburgh, Drummond Street, Edinburgh, EH8 9XP, UK
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*Presently: Department of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology, Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

Here we present a detailed record of the terminus fluctuations of Kangiata Nunaata Sermia
(KNS), SW Greenland, from 1866-present alongside climate data and numerical ice flow
modelling results. KNS has retreated ~12 km since 1866, with its terminus responding in
phase with both the air and sea surface temperature anomalies over this period. To determine
the likely driver of terminus response, climate data available for the area are used to drive a
widely used crevasse water depth calving criterion based 1-D numerical flow-band model
(Nick et al., 2010), and its relative sensitivities to changes in atmospheric/oceanic forcing
evaluated. This is achieved using newly devised parameterisations for relating atmospheric
and oceanic forcing to crevasse water depth and submarine melt respectively. Glacier
sensitivity was tested using a Monte Carlo approach to the definition of model tuning
parameters, comparing the results of 1500 model runs for the period 1870-2012 to the
observed terminus positions.
Results demonstrate that runs which successfully replicate observed dynamics do not require
any change in sensitivity to atmospheric forcing variability to be offset by a change in
sensitivity to oceanic forcing. Furthermore, successful runs always require a significant
atmospheric forcing component, while an oceanic forcing component is not always needed.
These results demonstrate that changes in air temperature are likely to be the primary driver of
the terminus fluctuations of KNS from 1866-2012, rather than changes in oceanic forcing.
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Seismic evidence of a Pleistocene glaciated continental margin off Beringia
in the western Arctic Oceanitle
Frank Niessen1, Jong Kuk Hong2, Anne Hegewald1, Jens Matthiessen1, Rüdiger Stein1,
Sookwan Kim2, Laura Jensen1, Wilfried Jokat1, Seung-Il2
1

Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research (AWI), Am Alten Hafen 26,
27568 Bremerhaven, Germany;
2
Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI), 26 Songdomirae-ro, Yeonsoo-gu, Incheon 406-840, Republic of
Korea.

At the western Arctic Ocean continental margin, an area off the Chukchi Borderland and the
East Siberian Sea (between 165°W and 170°E) has been between investigated during two
cruises in 2008 and 2012, respectively (German RV „Polarstern“ cruise ARK-XIII/3 and
Korean RV "Araon" cruise ARA03B). During Pleistocene peak glaciations, with a sea level
120 m lower than present and the Bering Strait closed, most of the Amerasian shelf, often
referred to as Beringia, has been interpreted to be free of ice sheets. With the shelf seas being
exposed to permafrost a tundra landscape developed in the area during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM). Here we present evidence that Beringia had a typical glaciated continental
margin during several glacial periods of the Pleistocene (Niessen et al. 2013). Our data of
glacial landforms are based on swath bathymetry, sediment echosounding and seismic
profiling constrained by a chronology inferred from sediment coring.
At the southern end of the Mendeleev Ridge and on the Chukchi and East Siberian continental
slopes ice sheets and ice shelves grounded in up to 1200 m present water depth. We found
mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGL) associated with deposition of glaciogenic wedges and
debris-flow deposits indicative of sub-glacial erosion and deposition close to the former
grounding lines. Glacially lineated areas are associated with large-scale erosion, capped with
diamicton. The glacial landforms and sediments are draped by pelagic sediments, which are,
in places, up to several metres thick. On the Arlis Plateau, a detailed bathymetric map exhibits
several generations of MSGL, which we interpret as relicts of different Pleistocene glaciations
on the Beringian shelves. Traces of former grounding line positions suggest that an ice shelf
of approximately 900 m in thickness has spread across the Southern Mendeleev Ridge in a
north-easterly direction. According to our results, coherent ice sheets of more than one km in
thickness continued onto, and likely centered over, the shelves of the East Siberian and
Chukchi seas repeatedly during the Pleistocene.
A preliminary age model suggests that the youngest and shallowest grounding event of an ice
sheet should be within Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 3 and clearly predates the LGM. The
oldest and deepest event predates MIS 6. The older grounding events occurred in deeper
water. This suggests thicker ice and larger ice sheets in the middle and early Pleistocene
compared to the late Pleistocene. The youngest grounding event on the Arlis Plateau is
tentatively dated to have occurred during MIS 4. These results have important implication for
the former distribution of thick ice masses in the Arctic Ocean. They are relevant for albedo,
ocean-atmosphere heat exchange, moisture supply to and freshwater export from the Arctic
Ocean and the formation of submarine permafrost on the Amerasian shelves.
Essential bibliography
Niessen, F., Hong, J. K. , Hegewald, A. , Matthiessen, J. , Stein, R. , Kim, H. , Kim, S. , Jensen, L. , Jokat, W. ,
Nam, S. I. and Kang, S. H. (2013) Repeated Pleistocene glaciation of the East Siberian continental margin,
Nature Geoscience, 6 (10), pp. 842-846.
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Glacio-isostasy and ice sheet collapse in Western Iceland
Hreggvidur Norddahl1 and Ólafur Igólfsson2
1
2

Institute of Earth Sciences, Univerity of Iceland, Sturlugata 7, IS101 Reykjavík, Iceland
The University Centre in Svalbard, Pb. 156, N-9171 Longyearbyen, Norway

The highest known raised shorelines in Iceland were formed between 14,930 and 14,745 cal
BP – during a period of rapid glacio-isostatic uplift, caused by the rapidly wasted Icelandic
inland ice sheet. Formation of prominent shorelines and concurrent accumulation of littoral
and sub-littoral sediments with shells of marine organisms, could only occur when there was
an equilibrium between glacial isostasy and eustasy.
At the height of the last glaciation (LGM) a marine based ice sheet, measuring about 200,000
km2 and containing about 300,000 km3 of ice, was extended well beyond the present
coastline and out onto the shelf around Iceland. Between 16.3 and 15.5 ka cal BP the ice was
withdrawn from the shelf off Northern and Western Iceland, and to a position inside the
present coastlines at about 14.9 and 14.7 ka cal BP, respectively when the earliest raised
shorelines were formed there.
This rapid retreat or collapse of the Icelandic ice sheet, losing about half of its LGM volume,
initiated an isostatic uplift and regression of relative sea level that was subsequently
terminated when a temporary equilibrium between glacial isostatic uplift and rise eustatic sea
level rise was established in Western Iceland. That equilibrium prevailed for about 400-500
years with formation of a marine limit shoreline at about 150 m a.s.l. and accumulation of
extensive marine sediments with shells of marine organisms there. Subsequently, relative sea
level regressed to a position close to or below present sea level in about 300 years when the
ice sheet retreated and reached its minimum Lateglacial extent at about 13.8 ka cal BP.

Glacially-influenced submarine fans on the Greenland continental margin
bordering Baffin Bay
Colm O’Cofaigh1*, Kelly A, Hogan2, Julian A. Dowdeswell2, Anne E. Jennings3, Riko
Noormets4 and Jeffrey Evans5
1

Department of Geography, Durham University, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 1ER, UK
3
INSTAAR and Department of Geological Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA
4
The University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS), N-9171 Longyearbyen, Norway
5
Department of Geography, University of Loughborough, Loughborough LE11 3TU, UK
2

Along the West Greenland continental margin adjoining Baffin Bay, bathymetric data show a
series of large submarine fans located at the mouths of cross-shelf troughs. Two of these fans,
the Uummannaq Fan and the Disko Fan are trough-mouth fans built largely of debris
delivered from ice sheet outlets of the Greenland Ice Sheet during past glacial maxima. On the
Uummannaq Fan glacigenic debris flow deposits occur on the upper slope and extend to at
least 1800 m water depth in front of the trough-mouth. The debris flow deposits are related to
the remobilisation of subglacial debris that was delivered onto the upper slope at times when
an ice stream was positioned at the shelf edge. In contrast, sedimentary facies from the
northern sector of the fan are characterised by hemipelagic and ice-rafted sediments and
turbidites; glacigenic debris flows are notably absent in cores from this region. Further south
along the Greenland continental margin the surface of the Disko Fan is prominently
channelised and associated sediments are acoustically stratified. Although glacigenic debris
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flow deposits do occur on the upper Disko Fan, sediments recovered in cores from elsewhere
on the fan record the influence of turbidity current and meltwater sedimentation. The
channelised form of the Disko fan contrasts markedly with that of the Uummannaq Fan and,
more widely, with trough mouth fans from the Polar North Atlantic. Collectively these data
highlight the variability of glacimarine depositional processes operating on trough-mouth fans
on high-latitude continental slopes and show that glacigenic debris flows are but one of a
number of mechanisms by which such large glacially-influenced depocentres form.

Meltwater drainage and the southern limits of glaciation on the
European margin
Daniel Praeg1, Stephen McCarron2, Dayton Dove3, Daniella Accettella1, Andrea Cova1,
Lorenzo Facchin1, and Roberto Romeo1
1

Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale (OGS), Trieste, ITALY;
Department of Geography, National University of Ireland, Maynooth (NUIM), IRELAND;
3
British Geological Survey (BGS), Edinburgh, Scotland, UK
2

Meltwater drainage plays a key role in the interactions of ice sheets with the oceans, yet
relatively little is known regarding glaciofluvial processes on glaciated continental margins.
Studies of the eastern Canadian shelf and slope provide evidence that features linked to
meltwater drainage (shelf channels, slope canyons) increase in abundance to the south,
consistent with a first-order latitudinal control. On the European continental margin, troughmouth fans give way southwards to slope canyons along the Irish-UK margin, but little is
known regarding possible glaciofluvial landforms on the shelf. The most southerly part of the
glaciated European margin corresponds to areas formerly covered by the British-Irish Ice
Sheet (BIIS), in particular the Irish Sea Ice Stream (ISIS), known from onshore evidence to
have undergone a rapid late glacial advance onto the broad Celtic Sea continental shelf.
Interestingly, the seaward extent of the ISIS is undefined: subglacial tills and glaciomarine
muds recovered in BGS vibrocores acquired in the late 1970s from the Irish-UK sectors have
been used to propose a mid-shelf grounding line, but possible subglacial sediments are also
present in two vibrocores near the shelf edge over 100 km to the SW. There is no clear
morphological evidence of ice marginal deposits on the mid- to outer shelf; instead,
glacigenic sediments have been cored between, and in places from the flanks of, a vast system
of seabed ridges (up to 60 m high, 7 km wide and 300 km long) that fan seaward from the
northern Celtic Sea to the shelf edge. The ridges have traditionally been interpreted as
moribund tidal sand banks formed during the post-glacial marine transgression, albeit
overridden in the NW by the last ice sheet. An alternative interpretation of till-covered sand
ridges is that they are glaciofluvial landforms (eskers), recording meltwater drainage beneath
an ice sheet that extended across the shelf. The glacigenic succession on and between the
ridges has been investigated during the Italian-led GLAMAR campaign (2009) and Irish-led
GATEWAYS campaigns (2012, 2014), which acquired swath bathymetry and subbottom
profiles from the mid- to outer shelf, targeting key BGS vibrocores. Results indicate that
subglacial tills and glaciomarine muds extend across the ridges, and also from distinctive
lower amplitude transverse bedforms (ribs) that extend at least 60 km seaward of the proposed
mid-shelf grounding line. The rectilinear morphology of ridges and transverse ribs is
tentatively interpreted to represent eskers flanked by glaciofluvial De Geer moraines, together
formed beneath the margin of the ISIS during its retreat from a shelf edge maximum. If
correct, this interpretation has broad implications for the dynamics of the BIIS and for the
delivery of meltwater and sediment to the North Atlantic Ocean.
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Onset and growth of Trough-Mouth Fans on the North-Western
Barents Sea margin – implications for the evolution of the Barents
Sea/Svalbard Ice Sheet
Rebesco M.1, Laberg J.S.2, Pedrosa M.T.3, Camerlenghi A.1, Lucchi R.G.1, Zgur F.1,
and Wardell N.1
1

OGS (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale), Sgonico (TS), Italy
University of Tromsø, Dept. of Geology, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway
3
Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra, Granada, Spain
2

On the basis of a seismo-stratigraphic analysis of new 2D seismic reflection profiles, and a
new correlation between ODP Site 986 west of Spitsbergen, we discuss the onset and growth
of the Bellsund, Hornsund and Storfjorden Trough-Mouth Fans (TMFs) on the North-Western
Barents Sea margin. The dataset originated from the Spanish SVAIS cruise on board BIO
Hespérides in summer 2007 and the Italian EGLACOM cruise on board R/V OGS-Explora in
summer 2008, both coordinated within the International Polar Year (IPY) Activity 367
(Rebesco et al., 2013). It includes a multichannel profile that provides a 400 km long
continuous tie between ODP Site 986 and the Kveithola Trough. It cuts in a seamless manner
in similar proximal positions the three TMFs, allowing their characteristics to be analysed.
We correlated the upper regional seismic reflectors R1 to R6 and reflector R4A (introduced
during the site survey of ODP Site 986) along our seismic grid, using the closest significant
reflector to the depths indicated in the Initial reports of ODP site 986. The correlation along
the strike tie profile shows that the sedimentary units are thicker within the three TMFs and
thinner in the inter-TMF areas (Figure 1). The thickness variations are sometime drastic
(produced by lateral downlap termination of the internal reflectors) and are not synchronous
within the different TMFs. For all three TMFs the growth appears to have started at R4A time
(relatively uniform units below and thickness variations above reflector R4A).

Fig. 1. Multichannel seismic reflection profiles EG-02A, -02B, -11, -06 providing a 400 km long
continuous along-slope tie between ODP Site 986 (left end) and the Kveithola Trough (right end) crossing
the Bellsund, Hornsund and Storfjorden TMFs. Reflectors R1 to R6 correlated throughout the profiles are
labelled on the right side.

This observation is confirmed by distal downlap of the reflectors pronounced only for the
units above reflector R4A on a dip profile in the central part of the Storfjorden TMF. We infer
that reflector R4A marks the onset of the TMF development on this margin. This inference is
consistent with the fact that contourites on this margin start to develop in correspondence with
this reflector due to the availability of suspended sediments originating from frequent
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episodes of small-scale mass-wasting focused at the mouth of the glacially eroded cross-shelf
troughs. We propose to add a further phase in the history of evolution of the Barents
Sea/Svalbard Ice Sheet: that the development of TMFs started from R4A time, probably
originating from full development of shelf glacial troughs by ice stream erosion. With a new
interpolation between the few available constraints, we propose an age of about 1.3 Ma for the
onset of both the development of the TMFs and the contourite deposition. Thus, we
hypothesize, from our results and from previous studies, that the Barents Sea/Svalbard Ice
Sheet expanded first beyond the coast north of Svalbard, later reaching the shelf edge at the
mouth of Bjørnøyrenna and then to Storfjorden/southern Spitsbergen.
Essential bibliography
Rebesco M., Laberg J.S., Pedrosa M.T., Camerlenghi A., Lucchi R.G., Zgur F., Wardell N. 2013, Onset and
growth of Trough-Mouth Fans on the North-Western Barents Sea margin – implications for the evolution of the
Barents Sea/Svalbard Ice Sheet. Quaternary Science Review, in press.

Impact and stability of marine based ice sheets: evidence from the northern
North Sea
Hans Petter Sejrup
Department of Earth Science, University of Bergen, Norway

The impact and stability of the marine based parts of large ice sheets have the last decades
received an increasing attention. This has partly been driven by a better understanding on
how these parts of ice sheets can contribute to rapid sea level rise and on their ability of rapid
delivery of melt water influencing on ocean circulation. In addition this research has also been
of societal/economic interests related to the large depo-centres and sedimentary processes
linked with marine based ice sheets. Central research questions have been related to the role
ice streams, ice shelves and slow moving grounded parts of the ice sheets are playing. It has
become evident that in order to advance this field of research it is of importance to merge
glaciological, geological and different kind of modelling expertise. Due to rapid subsidence
through the Pleistocene and also that a large industrial activity through the last 50 years has
resulted in a large volume of geological data, the northern North Sea offers a unique
possibility to study marine based parts of the Fennoscandian and British ice sheets over time.
A short review of the long glacial history will be presented, followed by a discussion of the
last glacial phases and the possible influence on the oceanic North Atlantic circulation.

Asynchronous response of marine terminating outlet glaciers during
deglaciation of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet
Chris R. Stokes1, Geoffrey D. Corner2, Monica C.M. Winsborrow2, Katrine Husum2, and
Karin Andreassen2
1
2

Department of Geography, Durham University, Science Site, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
Department of Geology, University of Tromsø, Dramsveien 201, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway

Recent studies have highlighted the dynamic behavior of marine-terminating outlet glaciers
over decadal time-scales and a likely connection to both atmospheric and oceanic warming.
This helps explain episodes of near-synchronous flow acceleration, thinning and retreat, but
non-climatic factors such as basal over-deepenings or the loss of lateral pinning points, can
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also induce rapid recession. There is empirical and theoretical support for these topographic
controls on glacier retreat, but there are few long-term records to assess their significance
across a population of glaciers over millennial time-scales. Here, we present retreat
chronologies alongside topographic data for eight major outlet glaciers that experienced
similar climatic forcing during deglaciation of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet (spanning ca. 18–
10 cal. ka BP). Retreat rates averaged over several millennia (~30 m a-1) are less than half
those recently observed on modern-day outlet glaciers (>100 m a-1), but deglaciation was
punctuated by episodes of more rapid retreat (up to ~150 m a-1) and re-advances.
Significantly, phases of rapid retreat were not synchronous between glaciers and most
occurred irrespective of any obvious climatic warming. Moreover, while some patterns can be
related to fjord geometry (depth, width), the interplay between topographic, glaciological and
climatic factors is complex, especially in relation to catchment areas that evolve during
deglaciation. This complicates attempts to predict the centennial-scale trajectory of modernday outlet glaciers and suggests that modeling the interaction between neighboring
catchments and the accurate description of subglacial topography beneath them is a priority
for future work.

Landform Assemblages in Inner Kongsfjorden, Svalbard: Evidence of
Recent Glacial (Surge) Activity
Katharina Streuff 1, 2*, Karin Andreassen1, Matthias Forwick1, Witold Szczuciński3
1

Institutt for Geologi, University of Tromsø, Dramsveien 201, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway
Now at: Department of Geography, Durham University, Durham, UK
3
Institute of Geology, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland
2

New high-resolution swath bathymetry data from inner Kongsfjorden shows characteristic
landform assemblages formed by surge-type tidewater glaciers in the area. Streamlined
bedforms include elongated groove-ridge features and small drumlinoid ridges. These
landforms are interpreted as glacial lineations formed during the active phase of a glacier
surge. During the transition to the passive phase the surge front stagnated and deposited
glacier-transported debris as a large transverse ridge inferred to be the terminal moraine
marking the glacier’s maximum extent. Lobe-shaped debris flows on the distal slopes of the
moraine are inferred to result from mass-transport events caused by sedimentary overload at
the glacier terminus. A series of regularly-spaced, small transverse ridges on the fjord floor
are interpreted to be push moraines deposited each year as a consequence of small winter
readvances during overall glacier retreat. Supplementary to the bathymetry, lithological data
from two sediment cores gives insight into the sediments deposited during a surge-cycle of
Kongsvegen in 1948. Fine, stratified glacimarine muds with an elevated iron concentration
indicate a stronger meltwater input from Kronebreen and were probably deposited during
glacier advance. A debris lobe on the terminal surge moraine’s distal side contains massive
reworked glacimarine muds with a high clast concentration, which are interpreted as having
been deposited in 1948, or shortly afterwards. Glacier retreat is characterized by fine,
stratified glacimarine muds deposited from suspension settling at an average rate of ~1.7 cm
a-1. These are generally rich in Calcium and reflect the dominance of sediment input from
Kongsvegen.
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Contrasted climatic trends in the Atlantic vs. Pacific sectors of the Arctic
Ocean during the Holocene
Anne de Vernal
Geotop-UQAM, devernal.anne@uqam.ca

The reconstruction of sea-surface conditions including sea ice cover was undertaken based on
more than 20 marine sediment cores collected in the Arctic Ocean and subarctic seas. The
approach has been standardized and mostly relies on the modern analogue technique applied
to dinoflagellate cyst assemblages, which permit simultaneous estimates of sea ice cover,
summer sea-surface temperature and salinity. The results show regionalism in trends,
amplitude and overall variability. In general, changes of small amplitude are recorded in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelagoes where dense sea ice prevailed throughout the Holocene. A
slight cooling trend with an increasing sea ice cover characterizes the Northern Baffin Bay
and Fram Strait areas from mid to late Holocene. In contrast, the Chukchi Sea records show
large amplitude variations with millennial pacing making difficult to define any trend. The
Chukchi Sea data indicate reduced sea ice and warmer conditions during the mid-Holocene,
notably around 6 and 3.5 ka, and also point to important variations during the last millennium.
The overall results suggest a higher variability thus sensitivity to climate change, in the
Chukchi Sea area than in the Eastern parts of the Arctic and subarctic regions. The climate
sensitivity of the Chukchi Sea area may be related to the penetration of Pacific waters in the
Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait.

The final drainage of Lake Agassiz (Ojibway) ~ 8.3 ka ago and its impacts
on the North Atlantic climate/ocean system: facts and hypothesis
Claude Hillaire-Marcel1, Anne de Vernal2, Marie-Michèle Ouellet-Bernier2, Olivia Gibb2
1
2

GEOTOP-UQAM, chm@uqam.ca;
GEOTOP-UQAM

Based on a correlation of marine and continental sedimentary deposits, we summarize here
the sequence of events which led to the final drainage of glacial Lake Agassiz (Ojibway)
Strait into the Labrador Sea, through Hudson Strait, some 8.3 cal. 14C ka BP. A major
collapse of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) had occurred about 400 to 500 years before. It was
illustrated by the "Cochrane surges", i.e., a more than 1000 km southeastward ice margin
advance into Lake Agassiz. In most geomorphological studies, these surges were linked to the
final collapse of the central Hudson Bay mass of the LIS, between the Keewatin (W) and
Quebec-Labrador (E) ice domes. The subsequent final drainage of Lake Agassiz led to the
Goldthwait Sea invasion of Hudson Bay, with a significant lowering of the water level along
the southwestern Quebec-Labrador ice dome in particular. As a consequence, the ice margin
was stabilized for a few decades, emplacing the ~ 700 km-long, arcuate Sakami moraine. Off
Hudson Strait, the drainage event led to the deposition of a twin-layer of detrital silt-size
micritic carbonates (dolomite/calcite ~ 0.5), indicating sources in the inner Hudson Strait and
northern Hudson Bay. The duration of this deposition was shorter than 14C-age error bars.
The freshwater pulse has not been recorded in the isotopic composition of planktic
foraminifers off Hudson Strait, possibly due to their mesopelagic habitat. Recent model
experiments suggest an inner Labrador Shelf route for freshwaters with some hyperpycnal
nepheloid plumes sinking deeper along the Labrador slope and through the North-West
Atlantic Mid-Ocean Channel (NAMOC). Several climate records from Western Europe and
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Greenland point to an atmospheric cooling lasting a few hundred years (cf. the so-called "8.2
ka event") generally associated with the final drainage of Lake Agassiz. Paleoceanographic
records from the North Atlantic yielded less convincing records with respect to a major
impact of the drainage event on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, although
such an impact might have been possible. The hypothesis of a direct re-organization of
atmospheric circulations in the NW North America and adjacent North Atlantic, due to the
concomitant splitting of LIS into two residual ice masses east and west of Hudson Bay and
leading to the "8.2 ka" cooling event was put forth nearly 20 years ago. It should perhaps
receive again some more attention.

Holocene palaeoceanographic evolution of Disko Bay, West Greenland,
from surface and subsurface proxies
Jeremy Lloyd1, Matthias Moros2, Diana Krawczyk3, Ralph Schneider4, Thomas Blanz4
1

Department of Geography, Durham University, Durham, UK, DH1 3LE, UK. j.m.lloyd@durham.ac.uk;
Department of Marine Geology, Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research, Warnemünde, D-18119 Rostock,
Germany;
3
Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, Kivioq 2, Box 570, 3900 Nuuk, Greenland;
4
Department of Geoscience, University of Kiel, Ludewig-Meyn-Str. 10, D-24118 Kiel, Germany.
2

The response of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) to future climate change is an area of critical
interest due to its potential impact on global sea-level changes. Recent research has suggested
that the GIS might be more dynamic than previously thought with many tidewater glaciers
showing significant changes in velocity from the late 1990s, for example Jakobshavns Isbrae
in Disko Bay. The forcing mechanism for this rather more dynamic behaviour is currently
unclear, though there is clear support for the importance of ocean forcing driving glacier
dynamics. A better understanding of the past response of the GIS to forcing mechanisms such
as changes in ocean circulation is, therefore, critical to improve our understanding of potential
future changes in ice sheet behaviour.
The area of Disko Bay in central west Greenland has been of particular interest because of the
significant changes in velocity identified from Jakobshavn Isbrae, one of the largest ice
streams draining the GIS. This area has seen significant research over recent years
investigating both the onshore variation in the ice sheet and also the evolution of ocean
circulation offshore. Here we present results from sediment cores collected from areas of high
accumulation rate enabling identification of decadal scale variations in ocean circulation and
sea ice variability. We also combine a range of surface and bottom water proxies including,
for the first time from west Greenland, alkenones to reconstruct sea surface temperature and
% C37:4 to reconstruct sea surface salinity. By combining both surface and deep water proxies
we present a more complete picture of the evolution of ocean circulation over the mid to late
Holocene.
Our results highlight a complex phase relationship between surface and deep waters (West
Greenland Current), with periods when surface and deep water trends are in phase and periods
when they are out of phase. This seems to be partly linked to the presence of meltwater and
the development of sea ice. One dominant trend seen is a cooling of both surface and deep
waters with an increase in sea ice during the late Holocene. However, moving into the
generally accepted cold period of the Little Ice Age deep waters continue to show cooling
(correlating with glacial advance onshore), while surface waters show a warming trend (and a
decrease in sea ice). These oceanographic trends can also be correlated with the history of
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human occupation in the Disko Bay area and may partly explain the arrival and disappearance
of various human cultures.

Constraining Holocene changes and effects of the Earth’s largest ice and
freshwater pathway
Martin Miles
Uni Research / Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Bergen Norway, and Institute for Arctic and Alpine
Research, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA

The East Greenland Ice is the immense belt of sea ice that emanates from the Arctic Ocean,
streams through the Fram Strait gateway and flows southward with the East Greenland
Current (EGC). The largest pathway of ice and freshwater in the earth system, the EGC
enables mass exchanges between arctic and sub-arctic seas, and represents a prominent part of
the freshwater budget of the Greenland Sea and the northern North Atlantic Ocean. The
presence or absence of the sea ice is also hypothesized to affect the stability of the northeast
Greenland outlet glaciers, as well as the temperate outlet glaciers in the southeast, the latter
through modulating the inflow of warm Irminger Water reaching the margins. Further, the sea
ice and freshwater carried with the EGC can modulate the subpolar gyre in the Labrador Sea
and thereby the meridional overturning circulation.
Despite its importance, the long-term natural variability of the East Greenland Ice is not well
known. Previous research has been fragmentary, often focused on isolated records, and with
uncertainties from using a single-proxy rather than a multi-proxy approach. There have no
comprehensive reconstructions of changes in the East Greenland Ice, partly due to limited
data records in the EGC pathway. There is however an increasing number of Holocene
records recently developed for sea ice and ocean proxies along and near the EGC pathway.
There is now the opportunity to more comprehensively identify changes and linkages in an
important and exceptionally complex regional system.
Here we present a new research effort focused on constraining and understanding the East
Greenland Ice through the Holocene, including climate-system linkages, e.g., (a) linkages
between changes in sea ice and the presence/advection of temperate Atlantic waters and their
effects along the ice sheet marine margins, and (b) far-field linkages between sea ice / polar
waters associated with the EGC and northward-flowing Atlantic waters through the Nordic
Seas. These goals are being explored through a newly funded research effort, which is a data
synthesis of geographically dispersed paleo records, comprised primarily of existing and
emerging records from marine cores taken from shelves and fjords around Greenland and
Iceland, as well as other paleo evidence (e.g., lake sediment records, temperature history from
ice cores and paleo glacial records) indicative of sea-ice and ocean conditions around the
margins of Greenland. Here we present a compilation of pertinent data records and
preliminary results, although the main purpose of the presentation is to engage the Past
Gateways community and to identify new and emerging records for collaborative research
focused on the topic.
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From full glacial to current interglacial conditions:
A high-resolution record of sea ice variability in Fram Strait
Juliane Müller and Ruediger Stein
Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research

Arctic Ocean sea ice cover is a crucial element within the global climate system.
Reconstructions of its spatial and temporal variability in the geological past provide important
information on oceanic-atmospheric feedback mechanisms and further support the assessment
of natural (vs. anthropogenic-induced) climate change. The Fram Strait - the only deep-water
passage connecting the Arctic and the Atlantic Ocean - is an ideal target area for palaeo sea
ice studies since changes in the export of Arctic sea ice into the Atlantic may be recorded and
effectively preserved within Fram Strait sediments.
Here we present a continuous and high-resolution sea ice record obtained from a sediment
core from the western continental margin of Svalbard that experienced exceptional high
sedimentation rates (20 - 100 cm/ka) throughout the past 30 ka BP. The reconstruction of sea
ice conditions is based upon organic geochemical analyses focussing on the sea ice biomarker
IP25 (Belt & Müller, 2013) and - for a comprehensive and more detailed evaluation of the sea
surface conditions - phytoplankton derived biomarkers (following Müller et al., 2011, 2012).
The late glacial period (30 ka - 20 ka BP), is characterised by recurrent advances and retreats
of sea ice at the core site. In contrast to the widely acknowledged notion of a continuous
advection of warm Atlantic water along the eastern corridor of the Nordic Seas, we attribute
these sea ice fluctuations to rather pulse-like North Atlantic water intrusions during this
critical time interval for Northern Hemisphere Ice Sheet growth. Permanent sea ice cover
dominated only at the end of the Last Glacial Maximum and became abruptly reduced at 18
ka BP - just prior (or contributing) to the weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation during Heinrich Event 1 (McManus et al., 2004). A second and short-lived
maximum in sea ice coverage prevails during the Younger Dryas until the onset of the
Holocene when sea ice became significantly reduced and sea surface temperatures increased.
In line with the decreasing insolation, a continuous expansion of sea ice cover is observed
throughout the Mid to Late Holocene that finally culminates in Neoglacial sea ice fluctuations
coincident with glacier growth phases on Svalbard (Svendsen & Mangerud, 1997).
Essential bibliography
Belt, S.T., Müller, J., 2013. The Arctic sea ice biomarker IP25: a review of current understanding,
recommendations for future research and applications in palaeo sea ice reconstructions. Quaternary Science
Reviews, 79, 9-25.
McManus, J.F., Francois, R., Gherardi, J.M., Keigwin, L.D., Brown-Leger, S., 2004. Collapse and rapid
resumption of Atlantic meridional circulation linked to deglacial climate changes. Nature, 428, (6985), 834-837.
Müller, J., Wagner, A., Fahl, K., Stein, R., Prange, M., Lohmann, G., 2011. Towards quantitative sea ice
reconstructions in the northern North Atlantic: A combined biomarker and numerical modelling approach. Earth
and Planetary Science Letters, 306, (3–4), 137-148.
Müller, J., Werner, K., Stein, R., Fahl, K., Moros, M., Jansen, E., 2012. Holocene cooling culminates in sea ice
oscillations in Fram Strait. Quaternary Science Reviews, 47, 1-14.
Svendsen, J.I., Mangerud, J., 1997. Holocene glacial and climatic variations on Spitsbergen, Svalbard. The
Holocene, 7, 45-57.
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Quaternary Arctic sea-ice changes: a microfaunal perspective
Leonid Polyak
Byrd Polar Research Center, Ohio State University, USA

Reconstructing sea ice and circulation conditions in the Arctic Ocean in the geological past is
important for comprehending the course and pace of the current climate change. However,
this task is hampered by serious obstacles to developing age constraints and
paleoceanographic proxies for Arctic Ocean sediments. Many of these complications are
related to limited biogenic material in sediment due to low productivity and poor preservation.
This talk gives an overview of the present knowledge on Quaternary paleobiological
(microfaunal) stratigraphy and paleoenvironmental proxies in the Arctic Ocean, with the
focus on the western (Amerasian) Arctic. Unlike mostly unfossiliferous Quaternary sediments
in the Eurasian part of the Arctic Ocean, sedimentary records from the western Arctic feature
abundant planktonic and benthic foraminifers and ostracodes in the upper and partially middle
Quaternary deposits (in the current stratigraphic model), extending to lower Quaternary in
some cases. Recent studies show a faunal assemblage change in these records presumably
indicative of a transition from mostly seasonal to perennial sea-ice cover during the early to
middle Pleistocene (Polyak et al., 2013; Cronin et al., 2013). Several step changes can be
identified within this faunal succession, with the most prominent one occurring at the end of
the Mid-Pleistocene Transition, at estimated ca. 0.7-0.8 Ma. A faunal turnover from
phytodetritus to polar assemblages that characterizes this stratigraphic interval is concomitant
with the large-scale climatic cooling and ice-sheet growth in the Northern Hemisphere. New
data indicate another principal step, affecting at least the western Arctic Ocean, in estimated
Marine Isotope Stage 7. This event involves a turnover of species marking ameliorated sea-ice
conditions (interglacials or major interstadials) and a notable enhancement of calcite
preservation expressed in greater abundances of planktonic and benthic (especially smallsized) foraminifers. These microfaunal changes co-occur with those in the pattern of
bioturbation and in the paleomagnetic record. The latter, formerly regarded as the polarity
reversal of the Earth's magnetic field, is now considered to result from diagenetic processes in
sediment (Channell & Xuan, 2009). Understanding the meaning and mechanisms of these
paleo-proxy changes will elucidate Arctic sea ice and glaciation history. In addition to better
assessment of future sea-ice conditions, this knowledge is important for evaluating the
impacts of ocean acidification and the adaptability of Arctic species to the ongoing climate
change.
Essential bibliography
Channell, J.E.T., Xuan, C., 2009. Self-reversal and apparent magnetic excursions in Arctic sediments.
EPSL 284, 124–131.
Cronin, T.M., Polyak, L., Reed, D., et al., 2013. A 600-ka sea-ice record from the Mendeleev Ridge
based on ostracodes. Quatern. Sci. Rev. 79, 157-167.
Polyak, L., Best, K.M., Crawford, K.A., et al., 2013. Quaternary history of sea ice in the western
Arctic Ocean based on foraminifera. Quatern. Sci. Rev. 79, 145-156.
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Arctic Ocean meltwater outflow as a trigger for the Younger Dryas event –
a review of available evidence from sediment cores
Robert F. Spielhagen1,2, Niels Nørgaard-Pedersen3, Maciej Telesinksi2
1

Academy of Sciences, Humanities , and Literature Mainz, Germany, rspielhagen@geomar.de;
GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, Germany;
3
GEUS, Copenhagen, Denmark
2

The Younger Dryas event at ca. 12.8-11.5 ka was a severe fall-back to quasi-glacial
conditions during the last glacial termination in much of the northern hemisphere. For more
than a decade since the late 1980s the widely accepted theory was that this event was
triggered by a major meltwater ejection to the North Atlantic through the Gulf of St.Lawrence
which caused a slowdown of the meridional overturning circulation and a diminished heat
transport to the northern latitudes. However, field evidence from the potential meltwater route
in North America has been discussed controversially in the last years, and the detection of a
freshwater signal in marine sediments off the St.Lawrence river rendered difficult. The idea of
an "Arctic route" of the meltwater was then put forward by Tarasov and Peltier (2005) and
has gained further attraction through evidence from radiogenic isotopes (Not and HillaireMarcel, 2012) and through modelling results of Condron and Winsor (2012) which showed
that only a freshwater outflow through Fram Strait was capable of triggering a climate
perturbation like the Younger Dryas.
Here we review isotopic records from the Arctic Ocean, the Fram Strait, and the Greenland
Sea in search of evidence for a strong freshwater event in the Arctic Ocean at the onset of the
Younger Dryas event that could support an Arctic origin of the trigger. There are now a
number of cores which show a light planktic oxygen isotope spike at 13 ka. For several of
them the age model is detailed enough to exclude a confusion with other deglacial spikes. On
the central Arctic Lomonosov Ridge there is even evidence for a diminshed
intermediate/bottom water circulation immediately following the freshwater event. On the
other hand, many records do not hold a meltwater spike in the critical time interval, possible
bcause of low temporal reolution, a thick ice cover and/or a habitat change of the planktic
foraminifers. The largest uncertainty is introduced by arguable reservoir corrections which
may need to be applied to radiocarbon datings from the last glacial termination. Nevertheless,
the accumulating evidence from Arctic sediment cores makes an "Arctic trigger" even more
likely and may add to the establishment of a new paradigm for the origin of the Younger
Dryas cold event.
Essential bibliography
Condron, A., Winsor, P., 2012. Meltwater routing and the Younger Dryas. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sciences (PNAS),
109 (49), 19928-19933, doi: 10.1073/pnas.1207381109.
Not, C., Hillaire-Marcel, C., 2012. A trigger from the Arctic: the most plausible scenario for the Younger Dryas
cold spell. Nature Comm.. 3, 647.
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The evolution of Miocene ocean circulation controlled by the
Greenland-Scotland Ridge
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The Greenland-Scotland Ridge (GSR) is a crucial hydrographic barrier for the exchange of water
masses between the Polar Seas and the North Atlantic Ocean. Through the Miocene (5-23 Myrs;
Myrs=million years ago), the Greenland-Scotland Ridge deepened at 18 Myrs and 15.5 Myrs, and
again at 12.5 Myrs by changes of the Icelandic mantle plume activity, which has direct consequences
for the evolution of Northern Component Water. In a sensitivity study, we investigate the effect of
GSR depth variations with a global atmosphere-ocean-vegetation General Circulation Model. Oceanic
characteristics of the quasi-enclosed Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean are analyzed, as well as the critical
depth threshold for the evolution of the North Atlantic Current and the East Greenland Current is
examined and linked to changes in global ocean circulation.

Core-top versus Holocene samples from the Fram Strait and the Nordic
Seas: Restrictions in Mg/Ca-paleotemperature estimations in
high-latitude bottom waters
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Mg to Ca ratios of the epibenthic foraminifer species Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi have been
identified to be strongly controlled by temperature and thus to have great potential for
reconstructing bottom water temperatures, especially from the lower end of the temperature
range (0-6°C; Tisserand et al., 2013). In the Fram Strait, where main water mass exchanges
between the Arctic Ocean and the world’s oceans occur, new temperature estimation tools
independent from faunal assemblages can help to better understand the complex interaction of
different water masses with possible implications to changes in the meridional overturning
circulation and the heat flux to the Arctic Ocean. Furthermore, Mg/Ca temperatures can help
unravelling the local impact (e.g., of brine-enriched waters) from general trends in bottom
water circulation.
In order to apply Mg/Ca-derived temperatures to paleo-records from the Fram Strait, a
calibration relationship between modern Mg/Ca ratios to bottom water temperatures which
fits the environmental conditions of the Fram Strait needs to be developed. We therefore
studied Mg/Ca ratios of C. wuellerstorfi in a set of coretop samples from the Fram Strait and
the Norwegian margin where bottom temperatures range between -0.5 and -1°C. For the
calibration to modern temperatures, we used modern oceanographic data from both existing
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) casts and the World Ocean Data Base 2013 (Boyer et.
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al., 2013). Benthic Mg/Ca ratios are relatively high suggesting a preference of C. wuellerstorfi
to incorporate Mg at temperatures below 0°C. Although no correlation has been found to existing temperature calibrations using higher temperature ranges (0-6°C), the data are in line with
existing Mg/Ca data from C. wuellerstorfi from the Norwegian Sea and the Fram Strait (Martin
et al., 2002; Elderfield et al., 2006).While correlation between Mg/Ca ratios to either temperature or salinity is difficult to constrain, better correlation exists to water depth. We therefore
consider the carbonate ion effect as one possible explanation for the relatively high Mg/Ca ratios found in coretop samples from the Fram Strait and the Nordic Seas.
Despite the difficulties to constrain a temperature calibration for this low temperature range
down to -1°C, variations in benthic Mg/Ca ratios investigated in Holocene records from the
eastern Fram Strait display trends similar to those found in other benthic proxy indicators. A
short-lived decrease in benthic carbon isotopes and sortable silt mean grain size thus seems to
correlate to lower Mg/Ca ratios during the 8.2 ka event. Also, a Late Holocene trend towards
significantly higher benthic oxygen isotopes may be related to decreasing Mg/Ca ratios.
Essential bibliography
Boyer, T.P., Antonov, J.I., Baranova, O.K., Coleman, C., Garcia, H.E., Grodsky, A., Johnson, D.R., Locarnini,
R.A., Mishonov, A.V., O'Brien, T.D., Paver, C.R., Reagan, J.R., Seidov, D., Smolyar, I.V., Zweng, M.M. 2013.
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Elderfield, H., Yu, J., Anand, P., Kiefer, T., Nyland, B. 2006. Calibrations for benthic foraminiferal Mg/Ca paleothermometry and the carbonate ion hypothesis. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 250, 633-649.
Martin, P.A., Lea, D.W., Rosenthal, Y., Shackleton, N., Sarnthein, M., Papenfuss, T. 2002. Quaternary deep sea
temperature histories derived from benthic foraminiferal Mg/Ca. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 198, 193209.
Tisserand, A.A., Dokken, T.M., Waelbroeck, C., Gherardi, J.-M., Scao, V., Fontanier, C., Jorissen, F. 2013. Refining benthic foraminiferal Mg/Ca-temperature calibrations using core-tops from the western tropical Atlantic: Implication for paleotemperature estimation. Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 14(4), 929-946.

Peat growth in the Lena Delta and its relation to late Holocene climate
change in the Arctic
Henning A. Bauch
Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur Mainz c/o GEOMAR, Kiel, Germany

Reconstructions of the postglacial evolution of the Laptev Sea shelf have shown that regional
sea level came to its Holocene highstand some time between 5 to 6 ka. During the time after a
general stabilization of the sedimentary regime occurred. That is well noted in a drastic decrease in sedimentation rates observed in all sediment cores taken from middle to outer shelf
water depths. But, at water depths lower than 30 meters (i.e., in the inner shelf and nearer to the
coasts) sedimentation continued at relatively higher rates, presumably due to input of terrigenous material from river runoff as well as coastal erosion. Compared with that latter process,
the huge Lena Delta should comprise a region of sediment catchment where aggradation wins
over erosion. However, little is known about the detailed history of this delta during the second
half of the Holocene. In order to gain more insight into this issue we have investigated three islands within the Lena Delta. All of these are comprised of massive peat of several meters in
thickness. Picking discrete specimens of water mosses (Sphagnum) only, we have radiocarbondated these peat sections. The depth/age relation of the sampled profiles reflect the growth rate
of peat. It shows that the islands’ history above the present-day delta-sea level is about 4000
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yrs. old. Moreover, a significant change in peat growth occurred after 2500 yrs BP in both, accumulation and composition, and allows the conclusion of a major shift in Arctic environmental conditions since then. Thus, our results may add further information also for other coastal
studies, as the ongoing degradation of the rather vulnerable permafrost coast in the Laptev Sea
and elsewhere along the North Siberian margin is often mentioned in context with recent Arctic
climate change due to global warming.

Holocene environmental changes in the Skallingen area, eastern North
Greenland, based on a lacustrine record
Ole Bennike1 and Bernd Wagner2
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The Skallingen area in North-East Greenland was deglaciated in the early Holocene, prior to
8200 cal. a BP. Deglaciation was probably triggered by high temperatures, but it took more
than 1000 years until the lake and the catchment had stabilised. Chironomids were amongst the
first invertebrates to colonize the lake. The fossil chironomid assemblage is fairly rich and
comparable to other records from further south in Greenland. The pioneer vegetation in the area
consisted of mosses and herbaceous plants. The oldest remains of woody plants (Salix arctica)
are dated to c. 7700 cal. a BP, and remains of Dryas integrifolia appear at around 6.7 cal. ka
BP; these are the only woody plants recorded. Maximum concentrations of chironomids,
maximum occurrence of ephippia of the water flea Daphnia pulex tp., highest organic matter
contents and lowest minerogenic input from c. 7700 to 4400 cal. a BP probably reflects the
Holocene thermal maximum (HTM), but the peak of the HTM may have occurred around 7000
cal. a BP, based on the occurrence of Salix arctica. Comparisons with Holocene records from
East and North Greenland show similar immigration histories and similar trends, with the Little
Ice Age as the coldest period during the Holocene culminating about 150 year ago. Subsequent
warming does not indicate environmental conditions comparable to the HTM yet. The occurrence of several warmth demanding species particularly in the early Holocene sediments indicates redeposition and implies that temperatures in the past, most likely during an interglacial
period, were significantly higher than during the Holocene HTM.
Essencial bibliography
Bennike, O. & Weidick, A. 2001: Late Quaternary history around Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden and Jøkelbugten, NorthEast Greenland. Boreas 30, 205–227.
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Wagner, B., Bennike, O., Bos, J.A.A., Cremer, H., Lotter, A.F. & Melles, M. 2008: A multidisciplinary study of
Holocene sediment records from Hjort Sø on Store Koldewey, Northeast Greenland. Journal of Paleolimnology
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Lake Ladoga interglacial – glacial sediment record obtained in 2013 – initial
results of the Russian-German PLOT project
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The new German-Russian project PLOT (Paleolimnological Transect) aims at investigating the
Late Quaternary climatic and environmental history along a more than 6000 km long longitudinal transect crossing northern Eurasia. Special emphasis is put on the preglacial history. For
this purpose shallow and deep seismic surveys shall be carried out on five lakes, which potentially host preglacial sediment records, followed by sediment coring based on the results of the
seismic campaigns. The well-studied Lake Elgygytgyn represents the eastern-most location of
the transect and acts as reference site.
Within the scope of a pilot phase for the PLOT project we were able to investigate Lake Ladoga, which is located close to St. Petersburg at the western end of the transect. Lake Ladoga is
the largest lake in Europe, covering an area of almost 18.000 km2. The modern sedimentation
as well as the late glacial and Holocene history of the lake were already studied in detail over
the past decades. The older, preglacial lake history, however, is only rudimentary known from
a core transect drilled in the southern lake in the 1930th. The cores of up to about 60 m length
were only briefly described and are not existing any more. The results from these cores suggest
the existence of marine sediments of presumably Eemian age, representing a time when Lake
Ladoga was part of a precursor of the Baltic Sea, which had a connection via Ladoga and
Onega Lakes to the White Sea.
In late August/early September 2013 we carried out a seismic survey on Lake Ladoga using a
Mini-GI-Gun and a 32-channel seismic streamer. In total, 1500 km of seismic profiles were
measured, covering most parts of the lake. The seismic lines typically show acoustically well
stratified Holocene muds overlaying rather transparent postglacial varves. These sediment successions can reach more than 10 m in thickness. They usually are bordered by a hard reflector
underneath that may represent coarse-grained sediments or a till, which in most areas is not
penetrated by the acoustic waves. In particular in the western part of the lake, however, these
sediment successions can be underlain by sedimentary strata of up to 60 m thickness that fill
steeply sloped depressions or channels.
Sediment coring at two sites in western Ladoga Lake confirmed the seismic interpretation of
the postglacial sediment succession. At one of these sites, the basal reflector at about 13 m
depth was penetrated another ca. 10 m into preglacial sediments. According to initial pollen
data, these sediments were formed during an interglacial with a slightly warmer climate than
that of the Holocene. Further work is currently carried out, for instance, to identify which of the
Quaternary interglacials is respresented by the sediments cored in 2013.
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North Siberian ice wedges reveal Arctic winter warming throughout the
Holocene
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The Arctic climate has experienced a major warming over the past decades, which is unprecedented in the past 2 kyrs. There are, however, still major uncertainties about the temperature
evolution during the Holocene. Most Northern Hemisphere proxy reconstructions suggest a
cooling in mid-and late Holocene (e.g. Wanner et al., 2008), whereas climate model simulations show only weak changes or even a moderate warming (e.g. Lohmann et al., 2013).
In this study, we used ice wedges as most promising climate archive in permafrost that were
studied by stable water isotope methods. Ice wedges may be identified by vertically oriented
foliations and they form by the repeated filling of winter thermal contraction cracks by snow
melt water in spring. Therefore, the isotopic composition (δ18O, δD, d excess) of wedge ice
may be attributed to the cold period climate conditions (winter and spring). 42 samples of organic material enclosed in ice wedges has been directly dated by Radiocarbon methods. Here,
we present the first stable-isotope winter proxy record in up to centennial-scale resolution from
permafrost ice wedges (Lena River Delta; Siberian Arctic) for the Holocene.
The Lena ice-wedge record shows that the recent isotopic temperatures were unprecedented in
the past 8000 years. While confirming the Arctic temperature reconstructions of the last two
millennia (Kaufman et al., 2009), it suggests a winter warming throughout the mid and late
Holocene, thus contradicting most existing other proxy records (Wanner et al., 2008).
This apparent contradiction can be explained by (1) the seasonality of the ice-wedge genesis
and season-specific orbital forcing, (2) greenhouse gas forcing as well as by (3) regional peculiarities (i.e. the marine transgression). We believe that the present model-data mismatch might
be an artefact of the summer bias of the existing proxy records and thus, our record provides
important new information for the understanding of the seasonality aspect in the northern hemisphere Holocene temperature evolution especially for the Arctic.
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Siberian Fresh Water Gateways to the Arctic Ocean
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The ACEX 2004 drill cores from Lomonosov Ridge demonstrated that a clear sedimentary
impact of an Arctic sea ice cover started to appear in Eocene sediments, approx.. 48 Ma,
much earlier than known hitherto. The onset of IRD sedimention was preceded by the
Azolla-fresh water event which seems to mark the onset of the drainage of large quantities
of fresh water to the Arctic Ocean leading to the formation of the Arctic sea ice cover and a
general cooling of the climate over the Northern Hemisphere.
Modern rivers of the entire Siberian platform virtually all drain to the North into the Arctic,
but the history of this drainage pattern is only poorly unknown. From Arctic Ocean sediment
cores we know that a sea ice cover existed for the past 48 Mio. yrs.. It is an unresolved question if it existed the entire time span. The Eocene fresh water event in the central Arctic may
have been linked to the plate tectonic collision of the Indian plate with with the southern
Eurasian continental margin and the generation of a drainage pattern of the Siberian rivers to
the North. The large amounts of fresh water entering the Arctic Ocean then generated an environment conducive for the initiation of a sea ice cover in the Arctic. The later part of the
Tertiary history of the Siberian river run-off is still shrouded in mystery, but may be resolved by studying river terrace complexes in N Siberia.
During the Neogene and Quaternary the Arctic Ocean sediment record formed frequently
under the influence of intensive melt water events from the glacial ice sheets. The events of
the past 200 000 years are known in considerable detail, but it is difficult to link them to the
history of the large rivers draining the Siberian hinterland. As part of a major study of the
paleomorphology of Northernmost Eurasia we have therefor initiated a project aiming at resolving the history of the Lena River from its upper to the lowermost reaches. During 3 expeditions in (2011, 2012 and 2013) we have sampled a substantial number of sections from a
large variety of sedimentary environments. Beside dating the collected sample materials we
are also attempting to define the extent of selected river terrace complexes by means of
Digital Elevation Models derived from satellite data.
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Modelling the long-term evolution of North-Atlantic glaciated passive
margins
A. Auriac1, M. J. Bentley1, P. L. Whitehouse1
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The aim of this project is to investigate the crustal deformation induced by ice and sediment
loading in the Barents Sea over several glacial cycles. A range of ice models will be explored,
from the ICE-5G global model to one where the ice loading history in the Barents Sea is
refined according to the most recent literature. The sediment loading through time will be
constrained by a dense seismic dataset for the region, and the loading will be implemented in
a similar way as the ice loading, via the adaption of a glacial isostatic adjustment model.
Finally, a range of Earth models will be investigated, varying the thickness of the lithosphere,
and the viscosity of the upper and lower mantle. The model will be constrained using data
relating to lithosphere thickness, glacial history and sediment geometry provided by the
industrial and research partners. The project's long-term aim is to study the interaction
between glacial and non-glacial processes and gain knowledge on the present-day
deformation and its implications on the hydrocarbon systems located in the area
(modifications of the tilt, the fluid flow, etc). The results may be applicable to other glaciated
North Atlantic margins and this project forms part of the GLANAM programme
(www.glanam.org). We welcome any input and discussion on the ice history in this region.

Impact of external forcing on the timing of MIS 7 glacial inception
Florence Colleoni1, Simona Masina1,2, Annalisa Cherchi1,2, Dorotea Iovino1
1
2
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MIS 7 glacial inception is characterised by particularly low GHG values (up to 224 ppm) and
low sea-level (-10 to -20 m SLE). On the contrary, MIS 5 glacial inception has larger GHGs
values (260 ppm) and a high sea-level (+1-5 m SLE). To understand what are the climate
implication of MIS 7 low GHGs on inception processes, we use a coupled Atmosphere-Ocean
General Circulation Model (AOGCM) to simulate the mean climate state of four time-slices
at 115 kyrs BP, 125 kyrs BP, 229 kyrs BP and 236 kyrs BP, indicative of MIS 5 and MIS 7
pre-inceptions (K236 and K125, perihelion occurring during late summer) and glacial
inceptions (K229 and K115, perihelion occurring during late winter). Our results show that in
both Northern high and low latitudes, the structure of large scale circulation features is
determined by the orbital configuration of the simulated time period while GHGs influence
their intensity but only in the high latitudes. The simulated perennial snow cover, classical
indicator of glacial inception, is more extended in K115 than in K125, which is in agreement
with the orbital forcing of both experiments. However, for MIS 7, the perennial snow cover
appears to be more extended in K236 than in K229 as a result of the particularly low GHGs
values of this period, which is not what is expected from the orbital forcing. The climate
teleconnections, i.e. Arctic Oscillation, the ITCZ, the Hadley cell and the Walker circulation,
reflecting the orbital configuration of each time slice, indicate K115 and K229 as glacial
inception climates and K125 and K236 as pre-inception climates in both high and low
latitudes. However, the large perennial snow cover accumulating in K236 contradicts these
facts. We conclude that in our experiments, the impact of external forcing, and especially low
GHGs values, on MIS 7 glacial inception is to anticipate the real glacial inception time to 236
kyrs BP instead of 229 kyrs BP.
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Observations and implications of submarine landforms in
Wahlenbergfjorden, Eastern Svalbard
Anne Flink¹, Riko Noormets¹, Oscar Fransner¹, Kelly Hogan²
¹Department of Arctic Geology, University Centre in Svalbard, NW
²Scott Polar Research Institute, UK

Wahlenbergfjord is located in the western part of Nordaustlandet, Svalbard. It is terminating
into Hinlopen Strait - an up to 400 m deep strait between Nordaustlandet and Spitsbergen.
The 50 km long Wahlenbergfjorden consists of two branches: the main fjord has an E-W
orientation, whereas the smaller Palanderbukta, forms a NW-SE oriented tributary south of
the main fjord. Previous studies have shown that Hinlopen Strait was occupied by a fast
flowing ice stream during LGM (Batchelor et al. 2011) whereas very little is known about the
adjacent Wahlenbergfjord and Palanderbukta.
High-resolution multibeam swath bathymetric data, backscatter data, and acoustic subbottom
profiles were acquired from Wahlenbergfjord in 2012 in order to study the LGM/deglacial ice
sheet configuration and dynamics in Eastern Svalbard.
Swath bathymetric, backscatter and subbotom data suggest that the fjord floor comprises
partly of exposed bedrock. Maximum depth of Wahlenbergfjorden is 290 m, whereas
Palanderbukta has a maximum depth of 120 m. The fjord floor is mostly rugged and uneven,
featuring a variety of glacial landforms such as glacial lineations, and bedrock cored crag and
tails. Attenuated streamlined landforms are common on the seabed of Wahlenbergfjorden.
The orientation of these streamlined landforms suggests that ice flowed towards the west from
Wahlenbergfjorden and merged with the ice stream flow in Hinlopen Strait. Ice recessional
landforms were not observed in the outer part of Wahlenbergfjorden suggesting that the
deglaciation in this part of the fjord was probably rapid and proceeded by flotation of the
glacier front in the deeper parts of the fjord. The inner part of Wahlenbergfjorden and
Palanderbukta are characterized by ice flow transverse landforms, such as small, sub-parallel,
ice-marginal ridges. These ridges have been interpreted as De Geer moraines, indicating
episodic retreat of a grounded glacier front. In Palanderbukta, terminal moraine ridges up to
300 m wide and 11-15 m high suggest locally longer still stands or possible re-advances of the
glacier terminus.
Essential bibliography
Batchelor, C.L., Dowdeswell, J. A., Hogan, K. A., 2011. Late Quaternary ice flow and sediment delivery
through Hinlopen Trough, Northern Svalbard margin: Submarine landforms and depositional fan. Marine
Geology, 284:13-27.

Glacial landforms and their implication for glacier dynamics in the
Rijpfjord and Duvefjord, northern Nordaustlandet, Svalbard
Oscar Fransner1, Riko Noormets1, Anne Flink1, Kelly Hogan2
1
2

The University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS), P.O. box 156, N-9171 Longyearbyen, NW
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 1ER, UK

Using high-resolution geophysical data, the configuration and dynamics of former ice-flow
have been investigated in the Rijpfjord and the Duvefjord, northern Nordaustlandet, Svalbard.
The swath-bathymetric data from the fjords reveal several types of glacial landforms that have
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been categorized into three groups: (1) positive-relief streamlined longitudinal landforms; (2)
positive-relief transverse landforms; and (3) grooves.
In the Rijpfjord, the streamlined longitudinal landforms have been interpreted as crag-andtails based on their relatively broad proximal - and narrow distal sides respectively. These
landforms change orientation from S-N in the inner fjord to SW-NE in the outer fjord before
continuing out onto the shelf. The crag-and-tails of the latter direction have the greatest
dimensions, reaching 1500×200×30 m. Thus, a palaeo ice-flow is suggested to have advanced
parallel to the orientation of the crag-and-tails. In the Duvefjord the longitudinal landforms
are dominated by S-N orientated parallel lineations with maximum elongation ratios reaching
25:1. These mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGLs) suggest that the Duvefjord was occupied
by an ice stream flowing in the northerly direction continuing onto the shelf. Furthermore the
MSGLs are suggesting a different drainage area from the ice flow in the Rijpfjord.
The second group of landforms consists of sets of parallel ridges observed locally in the
shallower (< -210 m) areas of the Rijpfjord. The ridges have maximum dimensions of
600×100×10 m, and are interpreted as De Geer moraines formed during relatively short stillstands or readvances during the deglaciation. These features indicate that the deglaciation of
the shallower areas of the Rijpfjord was relatively slow. In the deeper areas of the Rijpfjord as
well as throughout the Duvefjord, recessional landforms are absent suggesting a relatively
rapid deglaciation. Here, calving of icebergs may have played a significant role resulting in
the identified V-shaped grooves. The largest grooves have maximum dimensions of
1500×80×-6 m and are parallel to each other in the outer Rijpfjord at 150 m depth. North of
the two fjords, smaller grooves with various orientations at depths from 50 to 100 m were
observed. Both types of grooves are suggested to have formed as a consequence of ploughing
of drifting icebergs calving from the retreating ice masses in the Rijpfjord and Duvefjord.
Thus, although the two fjords are neighboring, the glacial landform assemblages suggest that
the palaeo-ice flow in the Rijpfjord was somewhat slower than in the Duvefjord. The retreat
of the ice from both fjords was rather rapid, but decreased in the shallower areas of the
Rijpfjord.
Essential bibliography
Clark, C.D., 1994. Large-scale ice moulding: a discussion of genesis and glaciological significance. Sediment
geology, 91:253-268.
Dowdeswell, J.A., Hogan, K.A., Evans, J., Noormets, R., Ó Cofaigh, C., Ottesen, D., 2010. Past ice-sheet flow
east of Svalbard inferred from streamlined subglacial landforms. Geology, 28:163-166.
Hogan, K.A., Dowdeswell, J.A., Noormets, R., Evans, J., Cofaigh, C.Ó., Jakobsson, M., 2010. Submarine
landforms and ice-sheet flow in the Kvitöya Trough, northwestern Barents Sea. Quaternary Science Reviews,
29:3345-3562.

Pleistocene ice sheet history of the Western North Sea
E. Grimoldi1, D. H. Roberts1, D. J. A. Evans1
H. P. Sejrup2, H. Haflidason2, B. Hjelstuen2
1
2

Department of Geography, Durham University, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
Department of Earth Science, University of Bergen, Allègatent 41, Bergen, N-5007, Norway

The North Sea basin represents a key location for the reconstruction of Pleistocene
glacial/interglacial conditions. On at least three occasions during the last 0.5 million years ice
sheets have transgressed into the basin leaving a complex stratigraphic pattern of erosion and
sediment infill. Both the British and Irish Ice Sheet (BIIS) and the Scandinavian Ice Sheet
(SIS) covered the central part of the North Sea during the Pleistocene, and the basin records
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both changing patterns of glacigenic sediment transport as well as complex changes in ice
sheet dynamics. Indeed, it is known that several ice streams, fed from both Scandinavia and
northern Britain, drained into the North Sea during the last deglaciation, but there remains
uncertainty as to the configuration, extent, flow geometry and dynamics of the British and
Scandinavian ice sheets.
The project focuses on the western North Sea, where there has been some attempt to establish
an onshore/offshore stratigraphic correlation, although significant gaps remain in our
knowledge of offshore Pleistocene stratigraphic architecture, BIIS/SIS extent and interaction,
and the dynamic behaviour of BIIS ice streams as they moved offshore. The project
specifically aims to provide an enhanced understanding of the stratigraphic architecture of the
Pleistocene sediments in the Western North Sea basin and to reconstruct ice sheet and ice
stream dynamics through time, with particular emphasis on the interaction between the North
Sea Lobe, the Tyne Gap and Stainmore ice streams. There is currently little information
relating to the offshore history of these ice streams, although recent papers by Davies et al.
(2010) and Livingstone et al. (2012) have attempted to build an onshore framework for ice
stream flow phasing during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Specifically the six stage
model proposed by Livingstone et al. (2012), which recognises six stages for ice flow history
and behaviour in the central sector of the last BIIS and also includes the cessation of the
Stainmore Gap ice-flow and the stagnation and retreat of the Tyne Gap ice stream, could
provide an initial basis for the development of this study.
The research methodology will comprise sediment cores from existing datasets (e.g. BGS),
new high-resolution geophysical data (multibeam bathymetry, backscatter and chirp subbottom acoustic) and borehole data from offshore areas adjacent to the east coast of the UK.

Improved Late Quaternary stratigraphy and chronology in the
Kongsfjorden area, NW Svalbard
Mona Henriksen1, Helena Alexanderson2
1
2

Department of Environmental Sciences, Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Norway
Department of Geology, Lund University, Sweden

Past glaciations along the west coast of Svalbard have been dominated by fast-flowing ice in
the fjords while inter ice-stream areas were covered by inactive or less active ice (Landvik et
al. 2005; Ottesen & Dowdeswell 2009). This has left a contrasting imprint on the landscape
where the marine record contains ample LGM glacial deposits while well-preserved pre-LGM
sediments and sparse glacial imprints are found several places on land (Landvik et al. 2014),
including the Kongsfjorden area. Our results from this area includes detailed sedimentary
stratigraphies from both sides of the fjord, 3D extension of the upper sedimentary units based
on ground penetrating radar (GPR) studies, and improved chronology mainly based on
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating. The preserved sediments represent to a large
extent local terrestrial processes (Houmark-Nielsen & Funder 1999; Peterson 2008; this
study), alternating with thin tills and up-coarsening units of glaciomarine, marine and beach
sediments deposited in periods with relatively higher sea-level. In most locations we find
glacial sediments dating back to the Late Saalian or the Early and Middle Weichselian, while
a sedimentological hiatus is the only indication of a Late Weichselian glaciation. The hiatus is
interpreted to indicate inactive or non-erosive ice lateral to the Kongsfjorden ice stream due to
the preserved, underlying sediments, lack of glacial imprints and the overlying marine
sediments indicating an isostatic depression.
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Essential bibliography
Houmark-Nielsen, M., Funder, S., 1999. Pleistocene stratigraphy of Kongsfjordhallet, Spitsbergen, Svalbard.
Polar Research 18, 39-49.
Landvik, J.Y., Ingólfsson, Ó., Mienert, J., Lehman, S.J., Solheim, A., Elverhøi, A., Ottesen, D., 2005.
Rethinking Late Weichselian ice-sheet dynamics in coastal NW Svalbard. Boreas 34, 7-24.
Landvik, J.Y., Alexanderson, H., Henriksen, M., Ingólfsson, Ó., 2014. Landscape imprints of changes in glacial
regime during ice sheet build-up and decay: a case study from Svalbard. Quaternary Science Reviews.
Ottesen, D., Dowdeswell, J.A., 2009. An inter–ice-stream glaciated margin: Submarine landforms and a
geomorphic model based on marine-geophysical data from Svalbard. Geological Society of America Bulletin
121, 1647-1665.
Peterson, G., 2008. The development and relative chronology of landforms at Kongsfjordhallet, Spitsbergen.
Unpublished thesis, Department of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology, Stockholm University., 27 pp.

Depositional evolution of the Disko Bay trough-mouth fan system
Julia Christiane Hofmann
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS), Copenhagen, Denmark

Spatial and temporal changes of the Greenland Ice Sheet on the continental shelf bordering
Baffin Bay remain poorly constrained. Then as now, fast-flowing ice streams and outlet
glaciers have played a key role for the mass balance and stability of polar ice sheets. Despite
their significance for Greenland Ice Sheet dynamics and evolution, our understanding of their
long-term behaviour is limited. The central West Greenland margin is characterized by a
broad continental shelf where a series of troughs extend from fjords to the shelf margin,
acting as focal points for trough-mouth fan (TMF) accummulations. The sea-ward bulging
morphology and abrupt shelf-break of these major depositional systems is generated by
prograding depocentres that formed during glacial maxima when ice streams reached the shelf
edge, delivering large amounts of subglacial sediment onto the continental slope (Ó Cofaigh
et al., 2013). The aim of this study is to unravel the seismic-stratigraphic architecture and
depositional processes of the Disko Bay TMF, aerially the largest single sedimentary system
in West Greenland, using 2D and 3D seismic reflection data, seabed bathymetry and
stratigraphic information from exploration wells Hellefisk-1 and Ikermiut-1. The south-west
Disko Bay is intersected by a deep, narrow trough, Egedesminde Dyb, which extends towards
the southwest and links to the shallower and broader cross-shelf Disko Trough (maximum
water depths of > 1000 m and a trough length of c. 370 km). The Disko Bay TMF itself
extends from the shelf edge down to the abyssal plain (abyssal floor depths of 2000 m) of the
southern Baffin Bay. The fan appears to have a quite flat geometry indicated by the low ratio
between average thickness and areal extent. To both sides of the Disko Trough, banks of
subglacial till units are built up, overlying the prograding wedges. This poster and ongoing
study will discuss and further investigate the major controls, e.g. ice-sheet dynamics, oceanclimate changes, tectonic forcing and subglacial geology, that determined the evolution of the
Disko Bay TMF.
Essential bibliography
Ó Cofaigh, C., Andrews, J.T., Jennings, A.E., Dowdeswell, J.A., Hogan, K.A., Kilfeather, A.A., Sheldon, C.,
2013. Glacimarine lithofacies, provenance and depositional processes on a West Greenland trough-mouth fan.
Journal of Quaternary Science, 28(1), 13-26.
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Variable rates of ice-sheet retreat in Disko Trough, West Greenland:
evidence from sea-floor morphology and sedimentary lithofacies
Kelly A. Hogan1, Colm Ó Cofaigh2, Anne E. Jennings3, Julian A. Dowdeswell4
1

British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, U.K.
Department of Geography, Durham University, Durham, U.K.
3
INSTAAR and Department of Geological Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.
4
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K.
2

Marine geophysical data from Disko Trough, West Greenland reveal ice-sculpted bedrock on
the floor of inner Disko Trough that were produced at the bed of the Greenland Ice Sheet
(GIS) during the last glaciation. On and seaward of a pronounced basalt escarpment at the
mouth of the trough bedrock was eroded to form crudely-streamlined bedforms that often
have sinuous to crescentic channels around their upstream ends. Based on their morphologies,
the ice-flow direction was along the trough and westwards toward the shelf break. About 20
km west of an overdeepened trough section on the middle-shelf is a poorly-defined wedge of
sediment that may represent a former grounding-line position for the GIS during retreat from
its known extent at the shelf break (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2013). If correct, this evidence would be
in line with data from Uummannaq Trough to the north, which contains a c. 40 m thick
grounding-zone wedge on the middle-shelf indicating a significant still-stand, or readvance,
of grounded ice in this trough during deglaciation (Dowdeswell et al., 2013). Further west,
close to the shelf break, there is little evidence of outer-shelf moraines or other grounding-line
deposits supporting previous work that grounded-ice retreat from the shelf break was rapid in
Disko Trough. Sedimentary lithofacies from cores acquired in the trough contain variable
thicknesses of ice-proximal sediments overlying diamictons. Towards the outer shelf, cores
show contain only thin sands and gravels over basal diamictons, whereas cores from the
middle-inner shelf contain thick laminated to stratified sequences with high IRD contents.
The laminated/stratified lithofacies suggest that ice retreat was slower on the middle to inner
shelf, where grounded ice may have been pinned on the basalt escarpment. The stratified and
IRD-rich lithofacies suggest that ablation processes included both calving and turbid
meltwater plumes.
Essential bibliography
Dowdeswell J.A., Hogan, K.A., Ó Cofaigh C., Fugelli, E.M.G., Evans, J., Noormets, R., 2013. Late Quaternary
ice flow in a West Greenland fjord and cross-shelf trough system: submarine landforms from Rink Isbrae to
Uummannaq shelf and slope. Quaternary Science Reviews, doi: 10.1016/j.quascirev.2013.09.007.
Ó Cofaigh C., Dowdeswell J.A., Jennings A.E., Hogan, K.A., Kilfeather, A.A., Hiemstra, J.F., Noormets, R.,
Evans, J., McCarthy, D.J., Andrews, J.T., Lloyd, J.M., Moros, M., 2013. An extensive and dynamic ice sheet on
the West Greenland shelf during the last glacial cycle. Geology 41: 219–222.

Time-slice reconstruction of the last Eurasian Ice Sheets 25-10 ka
Anna L.C. Hughes1, Richard Gyllencreutz2, Jan Mangerud1
John Inge Svendsen1, Øystein S. Lohne3
1

Department of Earth Science and Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, University of Bergen, 5007 Bergen,
Norway.
2
Department of Geological Sciences and Bolin Centre for Climate Research, Stockholm University, 10691
Stockholm, Sweden.
3
Sweco Norge AS, Storetveitvegen 98, 5072 Bergen, Norway
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We present a new time-slice reconstruction documenting the changing limits of the Eurasian
Ice Sheets during the last glaciation (25-10 ka) from the DATED Project. Time-slices are
based on a compilation of over 5000 dates and evidence of ice-margin positions constraining
advance and retreat of the British-Irish-Scandinavian-Svalbard-Barents-Kara-Sea Ice Sheets.
The ice-sheet margins are delineated every 1000 years for the last 25 ka. Uncertainty
estimates are represented by maximum, minimum, and most-credible ice-margin positions for
each time-slice; where the lines are far apart uncertainties are large, largely highlighting
locations of conflicting evidence and/or gaps in the chronological record. The timing of both
maximum extent and retreat were spatially variable across the ice-sheet area, likely reflecting
regional contrasts in forcing mechanisms and geographical setting. Maximum limits of the ice
sheets are reached at different times; up to 3000 years earlier in the westernmost margin along
the continental-shelf edge than along the eastern-most limit on the Russian plain.
We expect the time-slices to be useful for numerical-glaciological and isostatic modelling
requiring empirical constraints on past ice-sheet extent. The reconstructions, together with the
chronological database they are based on, will be made available to download
(www.uib.no/projects/dated) and updated on an on-going basis as new information becomes
published. Future versions will also include landform evidence to constrain ice sheet
geometry (e.g. ice-flow patterns, ice-stream locations and ice thickness).

The beginning of organic (gyttja) sedimentation in the small lakes around
Lake Ladoga after the last glaciation
Denis Kuznetsov1,2, Dmitry Subetto2, Anna Ludikova1, Tatjana Sapelko1
1

Institute of Limnology, Russian Academy of Sciences, St.-Petersburg, Russia; dd_kuznetsov@mail.ru 2 Herzen
State Pedagogical University of Russia, St.-Petersburg, Russia

Recent palaeolomnological studies of the small lakes sediments in the northern Karelian
Isthmus have demonstrated that the start of organic (gyttja) sedimentation in the Holocene
was not simultaneous due to the differences in 1) the lake's elevation, and 2) the proximity to
Lake Ladoga shoreline. Organic sedimentation in the lakes located at 30 m a.s.l. and higher
started around 11000 cal. BP. No major changes in their hydrological conditions have been
recorded hereafter. In the lowland lakes (11-20 m a.s.l.) located in the proximity of the Lake
Ladoga shoreline the start of organic sedimentation has been dated to 3000-4000 cal. BP. The
underlying clayey gyttja contains lower amount of organic matter (ca 10%) and the diatom
assemblages dominated by the “large-lake” diatoms typical for Lake Ladoga. Therefore, the
rapid increase in organic content in the lake sediments points at the isolation from Lake
Ladoga, and enables to date the termination of the Ladoga transgression to 3000-4000 cal.
BP. In the lakes situated at 11-14 m a.s.l. near the present watershed between the Gulf of
Finland and Lake Ladoga, gyttja accumulation commenced at 3000-4000 cal. BP. Here the
organic sediments overlie unsorted sand and silt that contain “large-lake” diatom taxa. Such
sedimentary succession indicates that high-energy sedimentary environments (strait or riverlike outlet from Lake Ladoga) persisted in the northern Karelian Isthmus until at least 4000
cal. BP when low-energy environments established resulted from Lake Ladoga regression.
Hence, the small-lakes sedimentary records provide an independent evidence for the Lake
Ladoga – Baltic Sea connection through the main Ladoga outlet in the north of the Karelian
Isthmus in the mid-Holocene.
The research was supported by RFBR grant №13-05-01039
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Modelling the Svalbard-Barents Sea Ice Sheet using a Fast Full Stokes
numerical model: steps for model development, testing, and application
James M Lea1, Josefin Ahlkrona2, Nina Kirchner1
1
2

Department of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Here we present an intended plan for the development, testing and application of a Fast Full
Stokes (FFS) model to the Svalbard-Barents Sea Ice Sheet. The application of FullStokes numerical models to palaeo-ice sheet simulations have previously been highly
impractical/impossible due to the considerable computational resources required to complete
even relatively short (i.e. <100 year) simulations. In the FFS model we utilise approximations
to the Full Stokes equations (i.e. shallow ice, and shallow shelf approximations) wherever
their application is meaningful/correct, only using the Full Stokes equations where necessary
(i.e. at the ice divide, grounding line, and ice sheet/stream flow transitions). This allows the
FFS model to capture important ice sheet dynamics at a lower computational cost than when
solving the full Stokes equations over an entire ice sheet, opening up the potential to conduct
physically accurate centennial to millennial timescale simulations.
The FFS model will first be tested against idealised ice sheet scenarios of increasing
complexity. This will allow validation of model behaviour as glaciologically realistic. The
model will then be applied to the simulation of various aspects of the Svalbard-Barents Sea
Ice Sheet, aiming to capture increasingly complex observed behaviour. This stepwise increase
in complexity will play a crucial role in constraining parameter space uncertainty. Specific
criteria for model success/failure will also be outlined with respect to both idealised
and palaeo-simulation scenarios during the course of the project.

Postglacial relative sea-level changes in the White Sea inferred from fossil
diatom records in Solovky Archipelago
Anna Ludikova
Institute of Limnology, Russian Academy of Sciences

Sedimentary diatoms have been studied in four staircase lakes in Big Solovetsky Island,
Solovky Archipelago, to reveal the signals of the basins isolation from the sea in the
Postglacial times. The uppermost lake at 31 m above sea level (a.s.l.) was found to have been
inundated by a proglacial lake waters until the Early Holocene when the small-lake conditions
established. No signal of marine waters penetration into the basin has been inferred from the
diatom record suggesting that the relative sea level never rose so high in the area. In the lakes
at lower elevations (17 m, 8 m and 3 m a.s.l.), in turn, marine conditions prevailed until the
Middle and Late Holocene, respectively, as inferred from the polyhalobous diatoms
predominance. Fragilaria-dominated diatom assemblages typical for the transition from the
marine to lacustrine environments were observed in the former two lakes, while in the latter
one the isolation was associated with total increase in various oligohalobous taxa. The
diatom-based determination of the isolation contacts in corroboration with the
lithostratigraphy and radiocarbon dates allowed assessing the duration of the marinefreshwater transitions and reconstructing changes in the relative sea level of the White Sea.
The study was funded by the RFBR grant № 13-05-01039
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Submarine glacial landforms and glacier dynamics in Hambergerbukta,
south-eastern Spitsbergen, Svalbard
Riko Noormets1, Anne Flink1, Nina Kirchner2
1
2

Dept. of Arctic Geology, University Centre in Svalbard, Longyearbyen, Svalbard, Norway
Dept. of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

Hambergerbukta is a 7 km long and 2.5 km wide fjord in the south-eastern Spitsbergen. Two
glaciers, Hambergerbreen and Sykorabreen converge at the head of the fjord forming c. 6 km
long tide-water glacier margins. Acoustic data consisting of high-resolution multibeam
bathymetry and shallow subbottom (chirp) profiles, as well as sediment cores were acquired
from Hambergerbukta in 2013.
The geophysical data reveal a large elongated depression that extends c. 8 km beyond the
present-day coastline, forming a continuation of the Hambergerbukta-fjord on the seabed of
Storfjorden. Large, up to 70 m high terminal moraine ridge and distinct lateral moraines
demarcate this depression on the sea floor in Storfjorden. Distal slope of the terminal moraine
is covered by glacigenic sediment flow lobes that form a continuous apron, although
individual lobes can locally be distinguished as well. On the surface of the flow lobes, large
blocks glacial sediments of various sizes (up to 400x200 m laterally and 7 m high) are
scattered. Crest and upper part of the distal slope of the terminal moraine feature small, steplike plateaus with flat surfaces on several depth levels from 29 to 70 m below present sea
level, suggesting erosion by large icebergs from the Storfjorden side.
A smaller, up to 20 m high submarine ridge of glacial sediments at approximately the presentday coastline divides the long depression into two basins. The outer basin is characterised by
a set of 6-7 large sinuous, semi-parallel transverse ridges in its outer part and numerous small,
mainly rhombohedral ridges in its inner part. The small transverse ridges in the inner part are
superimposed on large, somewhat drumlinized longitudinal lineations. The inner basin (the
Hambergerbukta fjord) features numerous small ridges that locally resemble the
rhombohedral pattern in its outer part, whereas the inner part of the basin features more
regular transverse retreat moraines. Both types of small moraine ridges are superimposed on a
surface featuring larger hummocks or ridges that have been somewhat drumlinized. In the
innermost fjord, in front of the glacier margin, three parallel medial moraine ridges mark the
former convergence zone of the Hambergerbreen and Sykorabreen glaciers. Superimposed on
the small transverse ridges is a c. 5 km long, semi-continuous sinusoidal esker ridge running
parallel to the fjord axis.
Preliminary interpretation of the submarine landforms suggests a major advance of the glacier
in the Hambergerbukta fjord depositing the large terminal moraine c. 8 km beyond the present
coastline. The smaller moraine ridge at approximately the present-day fjord mouth probably
represents a short-term stabilization of the relatively fast-retreating glacier from its terminal
position in Storfjorden. After the short stabilization, the glacier retreat in the fjord occurred at
somewhat slower and steadier pace. The large esker in the inner part of the fjord implies the
presence of considerable amount of channelized subglacial meltwater during the deglaciation.
Large, probably tabular icebergs were present in Storfjorden after the glacier margin retreat
from its terminal position.
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Grounding Zone Wedges, Kveithola Trough (Nw Barents Sea)
Özmaral1, M. Rebesco2, R. Urgeles3, A. T.J.J. Hanebuth1, A. Caburlotto2
T. Hörner4, H. Lantzsch5, J., Llopart3, R.G. Lucchi2, L.S. Nicolaisen6
G. Osti7, A. Sabbatini8, and A. Camerlenghi2
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Swath bathymetry within Kveithola Trough (NW Barents Sea) shows a seafloor characterized
by E-W trending megascale glacial lineations (MSGLs) overprinted by transverse Grounding
Zone Wedges (GZWs), which give the trough a stair profile (Rebesco et al., 2011). GZWs are
formed by deposition of subglacial till at temporarily stable ice-stream fronts in between
successive episodic retreats (Rüther et al., 2012; Bjarnadóttir et al., 2012). Sub-bottom data
show that present-day morphology is largely inherited from palaeo-seafloor topography of
GZWs, which is draped by a deglacial to early Holocene glaciomarine sediments (about 15 m
thick). The ice stream that produced such subglacial morphology was flowing from East to
West inside Kveithola Trough during Last Glacial Maximum. Its rapid retreat was likely
associated with progressive lift-offs, and successive rapid melting of the grounded ice,
induced by the eustatic sea-level rise (Lucchi et al., 2013).
Essential bibliography
Bjarnadóttir, L.R., Rü ther, D.C., Winsborrow, M.C.M., Andreassen, K., 2012. Grounding-line dynamics
during the last deglaciation of Kveithola, W Barents Sea, as revealed by seabed geomorphology and shallow
seismic stratigraphy. Boreas, 42, 84-107.
Lucchi R.G., et al. 2013. Postglacial sedimentary processes on the Storfjorden and Kveithola TMFs: impact of
extreme glacimarine sedimentation. Global and Planetary Change, 111, 309-326.
Rebesco, M., et al. 2011. Deglaciation of the Barents Sea Ice Sheet - a swath bathymetric and subbottom seismic
study from the Kveitehola Trough. Marine Geology, 279, 141-14.
Rüther, D.C., Bjarnadóttir, L.R., Junttila, J., Husum, K., Rasmussen, T.L., Lucchi, R.G., Andreassen, K., 2012.
Pattern and timing of the north-western Barents Sea Ice Sheet deglaciation and indications of episodic Holocene
deposition. Boreas 41, 494–512.

Formation of mega-scale glacial lineations in central Bjørnøyrenna, Barents
Sea and implications for paleo-ice stream flow directions and dynamics
Emilia Piasecka1, Karin Andreassen1, Chris Stokes2 and Bjarne Rafaelsen3
1

Centre for Arctic Gas Hydrate, Environment and Climate, University of Tromsř, N-9037 Tromsř, Norway.
Department of Geography, Durham University, UK
3
Statoil ASA, Postbox 9481 Harstad, Norway
2

Paleo-ice stream beds may reveal imprints from former ice stream activity, and their
geomorphology can be used for reconstructing the extent, flow directions and dynamics of
former ice streams. Here we use three-dimensional (3D) and regional 2D seismic data to map
the megascale glacial geo-morphology of the seafloor as well as two buried surfaces of central
Bjørnøyrenna (Bear Island Trough), the main drainage pathway of the former Bjørnøyrenna
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Ice Stream. The study area is located upstream from a pronounced ice-stream grounding zone
wedge dated to approximately 17-16.5 cal ka. The studied surfaces are characterized by
elongated ridge-groove landforms, interpreted to be mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGLs)
formed by fast flow of former ice streams. The MSGLs have been grouped into distinct flow
sets related to specific ice streaming events. The landforms of each flow set will be described
and their implications for ice-stream flow directions and dynamics will be discussed.

The Kveithola Drift (Barent Sea): preliminary results from the
CORIBAR Cruise
Rebesco M.1, Hanebuth T.2, Lucchi R.G.1, Özmaral A.2, Grave M.2
1
2

OGS (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale), Sgonico (TS), Italy
MARUM (Center for Marine Environmental Sciences), University of Bremen, Bremen, Germany

The CORIBAR Cruise on board RV Maria S. Merian (Tromsø 16/7 - Tromsø 15/8/2013)
addressed ice dynamics and meltwater deposits by coring in the 100 km -ong and 13 km-wide
Kveithola Trough, NW Barents Sea. Within this cruise a wealth of geophysical data
(PARASOUND sub-bottom profiles and multibeam) and sediment samples (by gravity-,
muti- and box-corer, and the seafloor drill rig MeBo) were collected on the Kveithola Drift
(Hanebuth et al. 2013). The drift is a complex-morphology sediment drift confined in the
innermost part of the glacially-eroded Kveithola Trough (Rüther et al., 2012; Bjarnadóttir et
al., 2013;). The drift consists of two main depocenters separated by the relief of a buried
grounding-zone wedge. The internal reflection of the drift show a drastic thinning towards the
north where a distinct moat can be identified (Fig. 1) suggesting a strong influence of dense
bottom currents, inferred to have flown in the past towards the outer shelf. Pockmarks
concentrated on the surface of the drift and acoustic masking locally evident in the subbottom data suggest the presence of gas seepage from the underlying sediments. This
interpretation is supported by the characteristics of sedimentary facies and preserved biota
(see Lucchi et al., and Sabbatini et al., this abstract book).

Figure 1 – PARASOUND profile collected on board RV Maria S. Merian during the CORIBAR Cruise crossing
the inner part of the Kveithola Drift. Note the abrupt pinch-out of the internal refectors towards the norhern
flank of the Kveithola Trough. Location of some of the collected cores are also shown.
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Essential bibliography
Bjarnadóttir, L.R., Rüther, D.C., Winsborrow, M.C.M., Andreassen, K., 2013. Grounding-line dynamics during
the last deglaciation of Kveithola, W Barents Sea, as revealed by seabed geomorphology and shallow seismic
stratigraphy. Boreas 42, 84-107.
Hanebuth et al. 2013. CORIBAR – Ice dynamics and meltwater deposits: coring in the Kveithola Trough, NW
Barents Sea. Cruise MSM30. 16.07. – 15.08.2013, Tromsø (Norway) – Tromsø (Norway). Berichte, MARUM –
Zentrum fü r Marine Umweltwissenschaften, FachbereichGeowissenschaften, Universität Bremen, No. 299, 74
pages. Bremen, 2013. ISSN 2195-7894.
Rüther, D.C., Bjarnadóttir, L.R., Junttila, J., Husum, K., Rasmussen, T.L., Lucchi, R.G., Andreassen, K., 2012.
Pattern and timing of the north-western Barents Sea Ice Sheet deglaciation and indications for episodic Holocene
deposition. Boreas 41, 494-512.

Ice Streams in the Laurentide Ice Sheet
Chris R. Stokes1, Martin Margold1, Chris D. Clark3, Johan Kleman4
1

Department of Geography, Durham University, Science Site, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
Department of 2Geography, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, S10 2TN, UK
3
Department of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology, Stockholm University, Sweden
2

Rapidly-flowing ice streams dominate the drainage of continental ice sheets and are a key
component of their mass balance. Due to their potential impact on sea level, their activity in
the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets has undergone detailed scrutiny in recent decades.
However, these observations only cover a fraction of their ‘life-span’ and the subglacial
processes that facilitate their rapid flow are very difficult to observe. To circumvent these
problems, numerous workers have highlighted the potential of investigating palaeo-ice
streams tracks, preserved in the landform and sedimentary record of former ice sheets. As
such, it is becoming increasingly important to know where and when palaeo-ice streams
operated. In this paper, we present a new synthesis of ice streams in the North American
Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS), which was the largest of the ephemeral Pleistocene ice sheets and
where numerous ice streams have been hypothesised. We compile previously-published
evidence of ice stream activity and complement it with new mapping to generate the most
complete and consistent mapping inventory to date. The map depicts close to three times as
many ice streams (117 in total) compared to previous inventories, and categorises them
according to the evidence they left behind, with some locations more speculative than others.
The map considerably refines our understanding of LIS dynamics, but there is a clear
requirement for improved dating of ice stream activity, which future work will address.

Holocene glacimarine sediments associated with fjord-terminating west
Greenland Ice Sheet outlets
Katharina Streuff1, Colm Ó Cofaigh1, Jerry Lloyd1, Riko Noormets2
1
2

Department of Geography, Durham University, Science Site South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
University Centre of Svalbard, Svalbard, Norway

Fjords along the central west Greenland margin currently receive drainage from the
Greenland Ice Sheet in the form of a series of fast-flowing outlet glaciers. These include
Jakobshavns Isbrae which drains ~7% of the Greenland Ice Sheet into Disko Bugt, thereby
exerting a major influence on ice sheet mass-balance. This glacier has undergone a complex
history of advance and retreat in response to the climatic and oceanographic changes in
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Southwest Greenland since the last glacial maximum. Although reconstruction of the LGM
extent and deglacial dynamics of these outlets is being reconstructed from terrestrial (e.g.,
Young et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2013; Lane et al., in press) and marine (e.g. Ó Cofaigh et
al., 2013; Jennings et al., 2013; Dowdeswell et al., in press) investigations, the Holocene
glacimarine processes and sediments associated with such glaciers are still poorly known.
This study addresses these processes through a detailed sedimentological analysis of a series
of vibro- and box cores, supplemented by marine geophysical data, collected from fjords in
the region, including Disko Bugt, Vaigat and Uummannaq. In Disko Bugt, streamlined glacial
landforms imaged by multibeam swath bathymetry record former flow of an expanded
Jakobshavn Isbrae into the bay and across the adjoining continental shelf. Sediment cores
from the bay preserve a complex set of glacimarine facies including laminated muds, sharpbased massive and graded sands, IRD-rich massive mud, and massive bioturbated mud. These
sediments record the interplay of a range of glacimarine processes in the bay including
meltwater sedimentation, sediment gravity flow and iceberg rafting. They emphasise the
importance of meltwater-related processes to glacimarine sedimentation in west Greenland
fjords and provide information that will help us gain a better understanding of the
mechanisms controlling glacier dynamics.
Essential bibliography
Dowdeswell, J.A., Hogan, K.A., Ó Cofaigh, C., Fugelli, E.M., Evans, J. and Noormets, R. (in press). Late
Quaternary ice flow in a West Greenland fjord and cross-shelf trough system: submarine landforms from Rink
Isbrae to Uummannaq shelf and slope. Quaternary Science Reviews.
Jennings, A.E., Walton, M.E., Ó Cofaigh, C.,Kilfeather, A., Andrews, J.T., Ortiz, J.D., DeVernal, A. and
Dowdeswell, J.A. (in press). Paleoenvironments during Younger Dryas-Early Holocene retreat of the Greenland
Ice Sheet from outer Disko Trough, central west Greenland. Journal of Quaternary Science.
Lane, T.P., Roberts, D.H., Rea, B.R., Ó Cofaigh, C., Vieli, A. and Rodés, A. (in press). Controls upon the Last
Glacial Maximum deglaciation of the northern Uummannaq Ice Stream System, West Greenland. Quaternary
Science Reviews.
Ó Cofaigh, C., Dowdeswell, J.A., Jennings, A.E., Hogan, K., Kilfeather, A., Hiemstra, J.F., Noormets, R.,
Evans, J., McCarthy, D.J., Andrews, J.T., Lloyd, J.M. and Moros, M. (2013). An extensive and dynamic ice
sheet on the West Greenland shelf during the last glacial cycle. Geology, v. 41, p. 219-222.
Roberts, D.H., Rea, B., Lane, T., Schnabel, C. & Rodés, A. 2013. New constraints on Greenland ice sheet
dynamics during the last glacial cycle: evidence from the Uummannaq ice stream system. Journal of
Geophysical Research Earth Surface. 118, 519-541.
Young, N.E., Briner, J.P., Axford, Y., Csatho, B., Babonis, G.S., Rood, D.H., and Finkel, R.C. (2011). Response
of a marine-terminating Greenland outlet glacier to abrupt cooling 8200 and 9300 years ago. Geophysical
Research Letters, v. 38, L24701.
Ó Cofaigh, C., Dowdeswell, J.A., Jennings, A.E., Hogan, K., Kilfeather, A., Hiemstra, J.F., Noormets, R.,
Evans, J., McCarthy, D.J., Andrews, J.T., Lloyd, J.M. and Moros, M. (2013). An extensive and dynamic ice
sheet on the West Greenland shelf during the last glacial cycle. Geology, v. 41, p. 219-222.
Roberts, D.H., Rea, B., Lane, T., Schnabel, C. & Rodés, A. 2013. New constraints on Greenland ice sheet
dynamics during the last glacial cycle: evidence from the Uummannaq ice stream system. Journal of
Geophysical Research Earth Surface. 118, 519-541.
Young, N.E., Briner, J.P., Axford, Y., Csatho, B., Babonis, G.S., Rood, D.H., and Finkel, R.C. (2011). Response
of a marine-terminating Greenland outlet glacier to abrupt cooling 8200 and 9300 years ago. Geophysical
Research Letters, v. 38, L24701.
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A 100-year record of changes in water renewal rate in Sermilik Fjord and
its influence on calving of Helheim Glacier, Southeast Greenland
Camilla S. Andresen1, Sabine Schmidt2, Marit-Solveig Seidenkrantz3, Fiammetta Straneo4
Aleksandra Grycel 5, Kurt Henrik Kjær6 Niels Nørgaard-Pedersen1 Christian Hass7
Laurence M. Dyke8 , Jesper Olsen3 and Antoon Kuijpers1
1

Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, Department of Marine Geology and Glaciology, Øster Voldgade
10, 1350 Copenhagen K, Denmark, csa@geus.dk
2
CNRS, UMR5805 EPOC Université de Bordeaux Avenue Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, CS 50023 33615 PESSAC
Cedex, France
3
Centre for Past Climate Studies, Department of Geoscience, Aarhus University, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 2, 8000
Aarhus C, Denmark
4
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Department of Physical Oceanography, Woods Hole, MA 02543, USA
5
Institute for Geology and Geography, Univ. of Copenhagen, Denmark
6
Centre for GeoGenetics, Natural History Museum, Univ. of Copenhagen, Denmark
7
Alfred Wegener Institute, Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, Wadden Sea Research Station,
Hafenstrasse 43, 25992 List/Sylt, Germany
8
Glaciology Group, Swansea University, Singleton Park, Swansea, SA2 8PP, United Kingdom

Here we present a 100 year long proxy record for the renewal rate of the subsurface ocean
waters in Sermilik Fjord at the edge of Helheim Glacier, based on investigations of two
sediment cores (ER11-24 and ER11-25) obtained from the head of the fjord. By calculating
the mean sortable silt (SS) in current-sorted melt water plume sediments we find that episodes
of increased water renewal rates lasting 3-5 years coincide with a positive North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) index. This is not surprising as low pressure systems and northeasterly
storms are observed more frequently along the east coast of Greenland during positive NAO
years as a result of the northward shift in the North Atlantic storm track. Previous studies of
sediment cores obtained from the mid-region of the fjord showed that Helheim Glacier
destabilization coincides with a negative NAO index. Therefore we conclude that inter-annual
variability in storm-induced flushing of the fjord and thus water renewal rate towards the
glacier margin is not the controlling factor for inter-annual variability in glacier
destabilization. This knowledge has implications for predictive model studies of ice-ocean
interactions and glacier behavior.

Climatic implications of foraminiferal and biogeochemical SST
reconstructions in the Nordic seas during interglacial MIS 11c
Kandiano, E. S.1, Van der Meer M. T. J.1, Schouten S.1, Fahl, K.2
Bauch, H. A.3, Sinninghe Damste, J. S.1
1

Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, the Netherlands
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Germany
3
Mainz Academy of Sciences, Humanities, and Literature, Germany
2

A comparison of the sea surface temperature (SST) reconstructions using different biological
and biogeochemical carriers was performed on core MD992277 from the Nordic seas across
marine isotope stage (MIS) 11c. For SST reconstructions planktic foraminiferal census data,
alkenone indices, and the TEX86 index based on relative abundances of glycerol dialkyl
glycerol tetraether (GDGTs) were used. For further climatic interpretation the obtained SST
records were compared with foraminiferal assemblage data (>80 µm), counts of ice rafted
debris (IRD) as well as δ18O records performed on benthic and planktic foraminifera.
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The Nordic seas represent the northern cold end of the modern SST variability where each
individual approachto reconstruct SSTs seems to be challenged by certain complications, for
instance, species reduction in biological assemblages, changes in seasonal and depth habitat
preferences of some species, as well as a general calibration bias towards warmer
temperatures. In addition, rather low sedimentation rates in the northern regions result in an
enhanced oxidation and degradation of the organic matter, e.g. alkenones and GDGTs. All
above listed reasons make a comparison of different SST reconstructions in the Nordic seas
particularly important to assure the best-possible objective climatic interpretation of the
different results. The obtained SST estimates from core MD992277 show a similar trend
across the MIS 11c period. The absolute values of our foraminiferal summer and GDGTbased TEX86 SST reconstructions demonstrate an agreement within the methodological
errors. However, the alkenone-based SST estimates seem to be largely overestimated.
Although MIS 11c reveals a close similarity to the Holocene period in orbital climate driving
forces, our comparison of SST reconstructions across the Holocene and MIS 11c shows that
the Nordic seas remained significantly colder in MIS 11c. Moreover, during MIS 11c the
climate optimum was reached only towards the end of the period of full interglacial
conditions in this region, probably well after the disappearance of the circum-Arctic ice
sheets. This implies that an establishment of the interglacial climate optimum in the Nordic
seas required the elimination of fresh water influence caused by melting of the surrounding
ice sheets.

A Holocene cryptotephra record from the Chukchi margin: the first
tephro-stratigraphic study in the Arctic Ocean
Vera Ponomareva1, Leonid Polyak2, Maxim Portnyagin3, Peter Abbott4, Siwan Davies4
1

Institute of Volcanology and Seismology, Russia
Byrd Polar Research Center, Ohio State University, USA
3
Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel (GEOMAR), Germany
4
Department of Geography, Swansea University, UK
2

Developing geochronology for sediments in the Arctic Ocean and its continental margins is
an important but challenging task complicated by multiple problems. In particular, the
Chukchi/Beaufort margin, a critical area for reconstructing paleoceanographic conditions in
the Pacific sector of the Arctic, features widespread dissolution of calcareous material, which
limits posibilities for radiocarbon chronology. In order to evaluate the untapped potential of
tephrochronology for constraining the age of these sediments, we investigated a sediment core
from the eastern Chukchi Sea margin for cryptotephra. The core was collected in the area of
sediment focusing on the upper slope (Darby et al., 2009). Samples were taken from the upper
sedimentary unit composed of homogenous, fine-grained mud inferred to represent marine
environmental conditions of the last 8-9 ka. Based on this age estimate, the initial set of 36
samples has an average resolution of ~250 years. Freeze-dried samples (0.5 g) were treated
with HCl, wet-sieved to obtain a 80-25-mm fraction, treated with 1% NaOH to disaggregate
clay clumps, and separated at specific density between 2.3 and 2.5 g/cm3. Residues in all
samples featured abundant shards of colorless volcanic glass with an admixture of brown
shards in the lower part of the unit. Three apparent tephra peaks were identified in the upper
part of the record. The electron microprobe analysis of individual shards from these peaks
showed nearly identical chemical compositions indicative of the late-Holocene tephras of the
Aniakchak volcano in southwestern Alaska (e.g., Kaufman et al., 2012). The glasses analyzed
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exhibit a continuous composition range from 55 to 77 wt% SiO2 overlapping with two major
populations of Aniakchak glasses (andesitic and dacitic) and also including some intermediate
compositions. We infer that the three tephra peaks identified correspond to the three
prominent tephra layers investigated in lake deposits between Aniakchak and the core site and
dated to ~0.4, 3.1, and 3.7 ka (Kaufman et al., 2012). Further detailed study of tephra
distribution in the Chukchi margin cores is underway. Identification of distinct tephra peaks
with the composition traceable to specific known eruptions provides a powerful, independent
chronological tool, much needed for Arctic paleoceanography. The consistent presence of
cryptotephra in the analyzed samples suggests its wide occurrence in at least the Chukchi
margin sediments; studies from other Arctic shelves and basins are needed to understand the
geographic pattern of tephra distribution in seafloor sediments from this part of the world.
Essential bibliography
Darby, D.A., Ortiz, J. Polyak, L., et al., 2009. The role of currents and sea ice in both slowly deposited central
Arctic and rapidly deposited Chukchi-Alaskan margin sediments. Global Planet. Change 68, 58-72.
Kaufman, D.S., Jensen, B.J.L., Reyes, A.V., et al., 2012. Late Quaternary tephrostratigraphy, Ahklun Mountains,
SW Alaska. J. Quatern. Sci. 27, 344–359.

Younger Dryas and Holocene oceanography of the western Labrador Sea
region based on foraminiferal and geochemical data from Placentia Bay,
Newfoundland
Christina Sheldon1, Christof Pearce1, Marit-Solveig Seidenkrantz1, Antoon Kuijpers2
Njáll F. Reynisson1, Eva Zilmer Christensen1, and Mette Juncker Hansen1
1
2
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Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS), Øster Voldgade 2, DK-1350 Copenhagen K, Denmark

Benthic foraminiferal assemblages and geochemical analyses from three marine sediment
cores from Placentia Bay on the southeast coast of Newfoundland captured the evolving
surface and subsurface environment of the western Labrador Sea during the late glacial and
Holocene. The area, which is today located in the boundary zone between the Arctic Labrador
Current and the warm Gulf Stream in the western margin of the Labrador Sea, was dominated
by cold, Arctic conditions and heavy sea-ice cover during the early part of the Younger Dryas
(13.0-12.3 cal. kyr BP). In the later part of the Younger Dryas (12.3-11.5 kyr BP) the
influence of the Labrador Current (LC) became less pronounced, resulting in more unstable
conditions with varying sea-ice cover and increased influence of Gulf Stream water,
presumably linked to an increased strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC). The earliest Holocene (11.5- 10.4 kyr BP) saw slightly warmer subsurface
conditions in Placentia Bay and increased productivity, presumably caused by a decreased
southward transport of Arctic water. The onset of a strong AMOC caused the northward
movement of the frontal zone between the Subpolar Gyre and the North Atlantic Subtropical
Gyre in the western North Atlantic region to move closer to the southern coast of
Newfoundland. From ca. 10.4-9.65 kyr BP increased bottom-current speeds and the presence
of species often found in connection to oceanic fronts suggest a further strengthening of the
AMOC, causing inflow of Atlantic-source water into Placentia Bay. This tendency was
further strengthened at 9.65-7.3 kyr BP, which saw a relatively strong inflow of Gulf Stream
water into Placentia Bay, as evidenced by high frequencies of Cassidulina neoteretis. This
inflow of Atlantic water was however temporarily halted from 8.4 to 8.5 kyr BP, when a
short-lived, extreme peak in Globobulimina auriculata arctica suggests reduced bottom-water
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stratification. This may have been caused by an increased freshwater release from the
Canadian Arctic, linked to the well-known 8.2-kyr event. Around 7.3 kyr BP, the inflow of
warmer subsurface waters decreased and Placentia Bay returned to relatively cold, subarctic
conditions. An enhanced influx of lower-salinity water is inferred by the presence of
Elphidium bartletti, indicating an increased flux of meltwater from the Arctic entering
Placentia Bay. This fresher water was likely transported by the Labrador Current and aided by
strong northerly winds. This scenario was again interrupted around 4.4 kyr BP, when high
abundances of C. neoteretis again suggest an increased influx of Gulf Stream water, a trend
that continues until today, although with possibly slightly better mixing of LC and GS water
after ca. 2.7 kyr BP. An overall late Holocene decrease in LC strength is concluded to reflect
conditions of a generally more negative Northern Annular Mode since mid-Holocene times.

Arctic sea ice and Halogens deposition
Andrea Spolaor1,2, Paul Vallelonga3,4, Frank Vanhaecke5, Jacopo Gabrieli2, Tõnu Martma6,
Jack Kohler7, Mats Björkman8, Elisabeth Isaksson7, John M.C. Plane9, Carlo Barbante1,2
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4
Department of Imaging and Applied Physics, Curtin University, Kent St, Bentley WA 6102, Australia
5
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Ghent University, Proeftuinstraat 86, 9000, Ghent, Belgium
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Institute of Geology, Tallinn University of Technology, Ehitajate tee 5, 19086 Tallinn, Estonia
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8
Department of Geosciences, University of Oslo, P.O. Box 1047, Blindern, 0316 Oslo, Norway
9
School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK

Sea ice is an integral part of the Earth’s climate system because it affects planetary albedo,
ocean circulation, sea surface salinity, and the atmosphere-ocean exchange of reactive gases
and aerosols. Arctic sea ice has declined faster than predicted, and the annual duration of sea
ice at the Antarctic Peninsula has decreased by over 85 days during the past 30 years. A key
goal in paleoclimate research is to find a quantitative proxy of sea ice extent. The halogens
Iodine (I) and Bromine (Br) are closely related to sea ice processes. Br reacts with the sea ice
surface in auto-catalyzing “Bromine explosion” events. Iodine is emitted from algal
communities growing under sea ice. Satellite measurements and boundary layers observations
show increased concentrations of atmospheric bromine oxide (BrO) and iodine oxide (IO) in
the polar regions, especially above sea ice. Iodine (I) and bromine (Br) have been measured in
a two shallow ice core. In 2012, a first shallow core has been drilled at the top of the
Holtedhalfonna (79° 09’N, 13° 23’ E, at an altitude of 1150 m.a.s.l.), while in 2013 a second
core has been drilled in the Staxrudafonna (79°50’N, 11°45’E, at an altitude of 920 m.a.s.l.).
Bromine enrichment in ice (relative to sea salt content) and iodine concentrations do vary
seasonally in Arctic snow and Antarctic ice, and we relate such variability to satellite-based
observations of tropospheric halogen concentrations. Changing I concentrations can be linked
to the spring maximum sea ice extension. Bromine enrichment, indexed to the Br/Na sea
water mass ratio, appears to be influenced by changes in the seasonal sea ice area. I is emitted
from marine biota and so the retreat of spring sea ice coincides with enlargement of the open
ocean surface which enhances marine primary production and consequent I emission. The
observed Br enrichment can be explained by greater Br emissions during the Br explosion that
have been observed to occur above first year sea ice during the early springtime. We will
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present a comparison between halogens in surface snow and Arctic sea ice extension. Going
beyond the evaluation of Br concentrations, we present the first and preliminary results of Br
isotopes 79Br (abundance 50.7%) and 81Br (abundance 49.3%) in ice core which may be
fractionated by Bromine explosion reactions and/or sea ice formation. A positive result could
allow the Bromine isotope ratio to be linked to two important aspects of the earth climate
system - sea ice extent and ozone depletion events.

Russian-German PLOT project: Lake Ladoga´s postglacial-glacialpreglacial sediment record - first palynological results
Andrei A. Andreev1, Larisa A. Savelieva2, Grigory Fedorov2,3, Dmitry A. Subetto4
Sebastian Krastel5, Bernd Wagner1, Martin Melles1
1
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The new German-Russian project PLOT (PaleolimnoLOgical Transect) aims to investigate
the Late Quaternary climatic and environmental history along a transect crossing Northern
Eurasia. Within the scope of a pilot phase for the PLOT project, funded by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research, we were able to investigate Lake Ladoga, which
is the largest lake in Europe (ca 18.000 km2), located close to St. Petersburg at the western
end of the transect. Although the late glacial and Holocene history of the lake and its vicinity
was already studied over the past decades, the older, preglacial lake history remained
unknown. It is assumed that during Eemian time Lake Ladoga was part of a precursor of the
Baltic Sea, which had a connection via Ladoga and Onega Lakes to the White Sea.
A seismic survey in September 2013 revealed acoustically well stratified Holocene muds
overlaying rather transparent postglacial varves, which can reach more than 10 m in
thickness. The varves usually are bordered by a hard reflector underneath that may represent
coarse-grained sediments or a till, which in most areas is not penetrated by the acoustic
waves. Sediment coring at two sites in western Ladoga Lake confirmed the seismic
interpretation of the postglacial sediment succession. At one of these sites, the basal reflector
at about 13 m depth was penetrated another ca. 10 m into preglacial sediments.
According to first pollen results, the lowermost sediments (ca. 22-15 m) contain pollen of
broad-leaved taxa (Carpinus, Quercus, Corylus, Ulmus, and Tilia). They might be formed
during an interglacial with a climate warmer than that of the Holocene. The sediments also
contain numerous remains of Pediastrum and few Botryococcus (fresh water green algae) and
some cysts of dinoflagelates, thus confirming that Lake Ladoga was a part of basin with
brackish water during an interglacial (Eemian?).
The pollen concentration is much lower in the sandy and grey muds that accumulated between
ca. 8 and 15 m. Pollen spectra in these sediments contain very few pollen and non-pollenpalynomorphs. The ones found are most likely of reworked origin.
Pollen concentration gradually increases in the postglacial varves starting from ca. 7 m
sediment depth. Pollen spectra are dominated by pollen of Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae, and
Poaceae with some Betula nana and Alnus fruticosa. These assemblages reflect that open
tundra and steppe-like vegetation dominated the area under rather harsh climate conditions.
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Spatial and seasonal aspects of Russian Arctic climate change in the Late
Holocene inferred from North Siberian glacier and ground ice
Thomas Opel1, Hanno Meyer1, Diedrich Fritzsche1, Thomas Laepple1, Alexander Dereviagin2
1

Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, Department of Periglacial Research,
Potsdam, Germany (thomas.opel@awi.de)
2
Moscow State University, Faculty of Geology, Moscow, Russia

The Arctic currently experiences a pronounced warming. This highly dynamic response on
changes in climate forcing and corresponding feedbacks and the global impact of the Arctic
water, carbon and energy balance make the Arctic a key region to study past and future
climate changes. Recent proxy-based Arctic-wide temperature reconstructions exhibit longterm cooling trends over the last two millennia that have been reversed by the ongoing Arctic
warming. However, most records are based on proxies that record summer information.
Hence, the reconstructions are assumed to be seasonally biased towards the summer.
Moreover, there exist only a few records from the Russian Arctic. Consequently, this region is
significantly underrepresented in Arctic-wide reconstructions and a comprehensive picture of
Arctic climate variability is challenging. Here we present glacier and ground ice records from
the Russian Arctic that are related to the research project “Eurasian Arctic Ice 4k” funded by
the German Research Foundation. They add valuable information for a better spatial and
seasonal understanding of Holocene climate variability in the Arctic.
The high-resolution Akademii Nauk δ18O ice core record (Severnaya Zemlya) proves the Late
Holocene cooling trend and the pronounced warming after 1800 (Opel et al., 2013). It shows
neither a prominent Medieval Climate Anomaly nor a Little Ice Age but gives evidence of
several abrupt warming and cooling events in the last centuries. Similar patterns can be found
in ice-core records from Svalbard and Franz Josef Land. They are probably related to the
internal variability of the Arctic climate system, i.e. atmosphere-sea ice feedbacks in the
Barents and Kara seas region. Ice wedges were studied at several study sites in the Lena River
Delta and the coastal permafrost lowlands of the Laptev Sea region (e.g. Opel et al., 2011).
They are formed by the repeated filling of wintertime thermal contraction cracks by snow
melt water in spring. Radiocarbon dating of organic matter enables the generation of
centennial scale δ18O records that are indicative of climate conditions in the cold period of the
year. Our single-ice wedge and stacked records show general increasing trends over the Mid
and Late Holocene and an unprecedented warming in recent times. Both may be related to the
increases in orbital forcing during the cold season as well as in greenhouse gas concentrations
over the last millennia. However, this pattern is in contradiction to most other Arctic
temperature records that, in turn, are likely summer-biased. Our ice-wedge records add
therefore unique and substantial climate information for understanding the seasonal patterns
of Holocene climate in the Arctic.
Both studied archives give new significant insights in Arctic climate variability over the last
millennia and underline the need for a better spatial and seasonal resolution of Arctic
temperature reconstructions.
Essential Bibliography
Opel, T., Dereviagin, A., Meyer, H., Schirrmeister, L., Wetterich, S., 2011. Paleoclimatic information from
stable water isotopes of Holocene ice wedges on the Dmitrii Laptev Strait, Northeast Siberia, Russia. Permafrost
and Periglacial Processes 22, 84-100.
Opel, T., Fritzsche, D., Meyer, H., 2013. Eurasian Arctic climate over the past millennium as recorded in the
Akademii Nauk ice core (Severnaya Zemlya). Climate of the Past 9(5), 2379-2389.
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Recent advances in High Arctic coastal geomorphology and their
implications for reconstruction of past coastal environments and processes
– examples from Svalbard
Matt Strzelecki
Department of Geomorphology, University of Wroclaw, Poland
Recent decade has seen the major advance in Arctic coastal geomorphology due to research
progress along ice-rich permafrost coastlines of Siberia and Alaska. On the contrary little
attention was paid to processes controlling development of High Arctic coastlines and their
response to the intensified deglaciation, accelerated thawing of permafrost, reduction of sea
ice cover and increased number of storms reaching the region.
This is an important gap in our understating of High Arctic coastal processes given their role
in proper deciphering of past changes in relative sea level, sea-ice extent, storminess and
variations in sediment supply.
In this paper I present results of several studies that focused on quantification of present-day
coastal processes and reconstruction of the post-Little Ice Age development of coasts in
Svalbard. Research was based on the combination of methods including aerial
photogrammetric and GIS analyses, sedimentological tests of coastal deposits and field-based
geomorphological mapping in Billefjorden, Tempelfjorden, Bellsund and Hornsund.
Interannual changes observed between 2008 and 2012 show that many Svalbard gravelbarriers are resilient to the impact of local storms and the operation of sea-ice processes.
Whereas shoreline changes since the end of the Little Ice Age (late 19th/early 20th century)
reflect a dramatic increase in sediment supply associated with retreating local ice masses, a
shortened winter sea-ice season and melting of permafrost leading to substantial changes in
coastal landscapes. Analysis of spatial distribution of coastal landforms suggests that one of
the key controls of their preservation is bedrock topography – a factor previously not
considered in High Arctic coastal studies.
The study rises an important question on how sensitive are High Arctic coastal systems to
landscape changes and how much of these changes is recorded in coastal landforms?

Paleolimnological database for lakes of Russian plain
Liudmila Syrykh1, Dmitry Subetto1,2, Ivan Grekov1
1
2

Alexander Herzen State Pedagogical University, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation
Northern Water Problems Institute Karelian Research Centre, Russian Academy of Sciences

Sedimentation is the indicator that reflects the physical (temperature and dynamics), chemical
(cycling of matter and energy), and biological aspects of the life of the reservoir and its
catchment area. Therefore the study of sediments of relatively long-existing modern
reservoirs is essential for solving problems of evolutionary geography. Research of sediment
columns helps to identify temporal dynamics of parameters in study, thus to obtain
information about the relationship of natural and anthropogenic factors causing geochemical
processes in sediments (Davydova et al.,1998). To systematize the data on the genesis of
lakes, a database PaleoLake is developed. Its metabase data structure includes the following
categories:
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• the name of the lake, geographic location (geographical coordinates, the region where
the lake is situated);
• morphometric parameters (average depth, maximum depth, area, volume) altitude;
• origin of the basin;
• sediment (deposit thickness, types of analyzes conducted with samples, and also the
time of sedimentation).
Also included in the database are references to literature sources, which were used in the
study (Kashulin et al., 2010; Yu and Harrison, 1995; Zakonov, 2007). Particular attention in
the database structure is given to results of the study of bottom sediments of lakes, i.e.
description of the types of sediments and their power, specification of the types of laboratory
analyzes of sediments (lithology, diatom, geochemical, spore-pollen), dating of sediments
including types of dating (radiocarbon, AMS-spectrometry, etc.) and duration of specific
sedimentation (Nesterov et al., 2008; Subetto, 2009). A work principle is as follows. By
selecting object on the map, one obtains all the information required, from the geographical
position to the sedimentology of this lake. Currently, the database contains information on
100 lakes. In future, expansion of the database and creation of an interactive map directory on
its basis is planned. Study is supported by RFBR grant № 13-05-41457 RGO_a.
Essential bibliography
Davydova N.N., Subetto D.A., Chomutov V.I., 1998, Late glacial stage in the development of small lakes in
Northwest Russia, History of the Pleistocene lakes of the East European Plain, Nauka, 166-193.
Kashulin N.A., Sandimirov S.S., Dauvalter V.A., Kudryavtseva L.P., Terent'ev P.M., Denisov D.B., Val'kova
S.A., 2010, Annotated catalog Lakes Environmental Murmansk region (eastern part. Barents Sea), Part 1,
Apatity, KSC, 249 p.
Nesterov L.A., Ryanzhin S.V., Subetto D.A., 2008, Lake east of Leningrad region as an object of GIS, Geology,
geo-ecology, evolutionary geography, HSPU, 211-214.
Subetto D.A., 2009. Sediments of lakes: paleolimnological reconstruction. - St. Petersburg. RGPU 2009, 309 p.
Yu G. and Harrison S.P., 1995. Holocene changes in atmospheric circulation patterns as shown by lake status
changes in Northern Europe, Boreas 24, 260-268.
Zakonov V.V., 2007, Sedimentation in reservoirs of the Volga cascade, Author. Doctor. Dis., 39 p.

The sources and influence of aerosols in the Arctic on glacier energy
balance
Monika Dragosics1, Þröstur Þorsteinsson1, Finnur Pálsson1, Aki Virkkula2, Andreas Stohl3
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The project focuses on the source mechanics and impact of deposition of airborne aerosols
(dust, volcanic ash, and black carbon) on the glacier surface albedo and possible
consequences for the future climate evolution in Arctic regions.
Albedo changes related to snow/ice impurities in Iceland are likely driven
•
•
•

by deposition of dust in normal years (Thorsteinsson et al., 2011a),
sometimes possibly by wildfires (Thorsteinsson et al., 2011b), and
by deposition of volcanic ash after major eruptions, such as the 2010 eruption of
Eyjafjallajökull (Thorsteinsson et al., 2012) and Grímsvötn 2011.

During and after the subglacial eruptions of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano, lasting from 14 April
to 22 May 2010 and Grímsvötn volcano erupting from 21 to 28 May 2011, tephra was blown
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over all the major ice caps in Iceland. After the 2010 eruption, the entire Eyjafjallajökull ice
cap and most of the neighbouring Mýrdalsjökull, were covered with a thick ash layer which
insulated the ice and snow surface from atmospheric energy fluxes, whereas, in contrast, a
thin tephra layer on the three largest ice caps in Iceland (Vatnajökull, Hofsjökull and
Langjökull) significantly increased the shortwave radiation flux entering the glacier. Similar
contrasting conditions were observed after the 2011 eruption of Grímsvötn in Vatnajökull.

Stagnant, oxygen reduced environment in the inner Kveithola Trough
(Barents Sea): Preliminary report from the CORIBAR cruise
(R/V Maria S. Merian, July-August 2013)
Renata G. Lucchi1, Anna Sabbatini2, Caterina Morigi3,4, Line Skøtt Nicolaisen4, Michele
Rebesco1, Till Hanebuth5 and the CORIBAR team
1
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Dip. di Scienze della Terra, Università di Pisa, Italy
4
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS), Copenhagen, Denmark
5
MARUM, University of Bremen, Bremen, Germany
2

The Kveithola Through is a small, confined, sedimentary system that hosted a fast flowing ice
stream during the last glacial maximum (Rüther et al., 2012; Bjarnadóttir et al., 2013). The
inner area of the through contains a morphologically-complex sediment drift formed by two
depocentres separated by the innermost Grounding Zone Wedge testifying the episodic retreat
of the Kveithola ice stream after LGM (Rebesco et al., 2011). Bathymetry and seismic
reflectors suggest a dynamic environment accompanied the build-up of the sediment drift with
persistent currents scoop-out the northern moat (Hanebuth et al., 2013).
Such a type of environment is in discordance with the present bottom environmental
characteristics. Surface sediments in the Kveithola drift area are fine grained, soft and soupy
with a “jellylike” consistency. The sea-bottom surface is usually cracked and slightly
hummocky with cm-large, open holes similar to burrows, and small, mounded feature with a
shallow depression on the top filled by black, organic matter rich sediments (Fig. 1).
Indurated/cemented worm burrows were also observed. The sediments have a strong smell of
H2S and they are mostly black, organic matter rich, with abundant worm tubes and
occasionally reddish polychaetes living into the soft sediment surface (Fig. 1).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1 a) Organic matter-rich sediments with b) Abundant worms; c) Cracked/fractured hummocky surface
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The lack of any sediment structures indicating bottom currents and the presence of a benthic
foraminiferal fauna typical of oxygen-depleted environments, suggest that the inner Kveithola
through is presently a stagnant environment and the above described sedimentary structures
are re-interpreted and associated to surface fluid escape.

Essential bibliography
Bjarnadóttir, L.R., Rüther, D.C., Winsborrow, M.C.M., Andreassen, K., 2013. Grounding-line dynamics during
the last deglaciation of Kveithola, W Barents Sea, as revealed by seabed geomorphology and shallow seismic
stratigraphy. Boreas 42, 84-107.
Hanebuth et al. 2013. CORIBAR – Ice dynamics and meltwater deposits: coring in the Kveithola Trough, NW
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Zentrum fü r Marine Umweltwissenschaften, FachbereichGeowissenschaften, Universität Bremen, No. 299, 74
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Recent and modern benthic foraminifera along the Kveithola Trough (NW
Barents Sea), environmental and paleo-environmental implications
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The distribution of the benthic foraminiferal fauna (recent and modern species) in the
Kveithola Trough (NW Barents Sea) was studied in four depositional settings identified on
the basis of surface depositional structures, sediment types and present ecosystem
characteristics. The sediment samples were collected during the CORIBAR cruise aimed at
drilling glacigenic sediments in a palaeo-ice stream depositional system in the western
Barents Sea. We specifically report the qualitative data of the benthic foraminiferal
biodiversity in surface sediment samples (uppermost 3 cm).
In the drift area the recent and living benthic foraminiferal assemblage is characterized by
typically oxygen-depleted environmental taxa (Globobulimina sp. and Stainforthia sp.). This
area appears a stagnant environment, strongly affected by low-oxygen, stressed environmental
conditions in which foraminifera developed a life strategy aimed to increase the efficiency of
food utilization and maximum resistance to ecological stress. All the sediments recovered in
the drift area have a strong smell of H2S, with organic matter-rich sediments colonized by
Pogonophora worms.
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The Grounding Zone Wedges (GZWs) area in the outern Kveithola shelf, is characterized by
the presence of abundant epifaunal taxa (Fontbotia wuellerstorfi and Lobatula lobatula) used
also as indicators of bottom current activity. The presence of other species (Melonis
barleeanus, Nonionella labradorica and Reophax sp.) suggests high seasonality of the trophic
sources. This is supported by the sediment facies formed by fine-grained, clean sands with
large-scale ripple-like features suggesting moderately strong and persistent bottom currents.
The upper part of the slope is characterized by gravelly sands suggesting a highly
hydrodynamic environment confirmed by the presence of the epibenthic foraminiferal species
living on the coarse sediment whereas specimens of Cassidulina reniforme indicate seasonal
availability of trophic sources typical of cold northern waters.
Finally, in the middle and lower-slope areas a miliolid species (Pyrgo williamsonii) dominate
together with specimens belonging to the polythalamous agglutinated genus Recurvoides
which are typical of oligotrophic deep-sea areas. Noteworthy, is the presence of the group of
Pyrgo species that is generally associated with North Atlantic Deep Waters (NADW)
indicating very irregular food supply conditions. We notice also the presence of giant
foraminifera (i.e., Komokiaceae) and allogromiids whose frequency also increase in fooddeficient areas.
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